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CHAPTER 1: MA AND MY HOMEBOYS  
Introduction 
On a normal summer day in 1977, my homeboys and I walked to the local bodega—
Borinquen Market—on Michigan Avenue between 14th Street and Wabash. As was our customary 
practice whenever we scraped up a few dollars, we would give the local bums money to go into 
the Borinquen Market and buy us wine coolers, flavored cigars, and dirty magazines. When the 
bums came out, we took our goods and gave them whatever change was left over for their services. 
Me and my homies would then walk to Mulette Park (also known as Stiletto Park) or Roosevelt 
Park, take our seats on the bench or playground equipment, and prepare to take care of business. 
Mic Love would fire up a flavored stogie, Smilk Duds would crack open one of the wine coolers, 
JuJu would tear the plastic off the dirty magazine, and our little party was on. On one particular 
day, as we flipped through page after page of naked women, taking turns hitting the stogie and 
drinking wine coolers, one of the pages featured an advertisement about a cow and cow’s milk. I 
am certain that I was the only one in the group who stopped to read what the ad was about. I learned 
that it took a cow nine months to have a calf and that it took a woman nine months to have a baby. 
I quickly did the math in my head and wondered why I was only three months older than my 
brother Smilk Duds. I was curious, so I decided to go see Ma and have her verify whether or not 
this information was accurate.  
After cleaning up, so Ma would not smell the smoke on my clothes or the wine on my 
breath, I asked Ma, who was washing dishes, if it took nine months to have a baby, and she said, 
"Yes." Then I asked her, "If this is true, why was Smilk Duds only three months younger than 
me?" She paused, turned off the water and asked me to sit with her at the kitchen table. Her answer 
would have a profound impact on me from that day on. Ma said that sometimes things happen in 
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life. She went on to say that she loved me as a son, always treated me like her son, and for those 
reasons and others that I do not recall, she was my mom, but she was not my biological mom. I do 
not remember my exact reaction, but I know that it was not one of sorrow. I do not remember what 
was said next, but I did not bother to ask any follow-up questions and she did not volunteer more 
information. She asked me how I felt and I said fine. I told her I was going back outside and that 
was that.       
Ma meant everything to me and if it had not been for her, who I learned was my abuela 
(grandmother) when I became a teenager, I would have become a statistic. “Go to school and get 
a good education” was the consistent refrain I heard from Ma. From the time I was in elementary 
school, I recall Ma telling me that education was important. I attended St. Boniface Head Start, 
Most Holy Trinity Elementary, Franklin Elementary, St. Vincent Junior High, and I graduated 
from Holy Redeemer High School, located in southwest Detroit, Michigan. School was always a 
welcoming and nurturing environment and I never recall disliking it even though I was not a high 
performing student. I enjoyed the social aspects of schooling such as hanging out with friends, but, 
for me, athletics were the main driver for trying to do well academically because in order to 
participate in sports, students were required to maintain a 2.0 grade point average.  
Another major influence on my life was the Immaculate Heart of Mary (IHMs) and 
Dominican Sisters. They played a major role in my educational success in junior high, high school, 
and my first two years of college because they created a caring environment and a sense of 
belonging for students regardless of socio-economic status and ethnic background. They were 
loving and caring, challenging and demanding, all wrapped into one. 
Outside of school, life in the Corktown neighborhood was good. Corktown was a mixture 
of Mexican and Puerto Rican families with a few White and Maltese families sprinkled here and 
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there. My closest homeboys were Puerto Rican, and I spent a lot of time with them and their 
families. My homeboys were friends from my hood.  Our neighborhood was close knit. We were 
all raised Catholic and attended the same schools up until high school. My immediate family and 
homeboys attended Detroit public high schools, but Ma sent me to Holy Redeemer, a private 
Catholic school. Most of my homeboys were unable to attend because their families could not 
afford the tuition. I don’t know why she sent me to Holy Redeemer, but it was the right decision 
because I was the first in my family to graduate from high school following the normal four-year 
course.   
During my junior high and high school years, I started witnessing the pull of the streets 
having a negative impact on my family and homeboys and it was at this time I started feeling like 
I was living in dos mundos (two worlds)—in one world as a school kid and in another as a street 
kid. In my sophomore year of high school, my dad went to prison; he would remain in the 
penitentiary until my freshman year of college. By then, most of my homeboys had become high 
school dropouts and several were already fathers. One of my sister’s left home at 13 years old and 
became a mother at age 15. My older brother Hurricane bounced around from school to school and 
eventually graduated from Job Corps with a GED, while my brother Smilk Duds moved to Denver 
to live with another older brother and attend high school there. My youngest brother, Sweets, hit 
the streets early, but he eventually graduated from high school in five years.  
School and sports became my refuge, and I would try and stay in this sanctum for as long 
as I could because I loved sports. I also wanted to avoid being sucked up by the streets. I believed 
back then that if I had not been in school and not playing organized sports, I would have gotten 
into trouble. I knew this because, despite the love I had for my neighborhood and community, the 
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negative impacts of a poor economy, high unemployment, low educational attainment levels, 
crime, and drugs were evident all around me.     
I have been asked how I made it through school. I have reflected on this question off and 
on for the past 30 years and speculate that being in a caring environment inside and outside of 
home, in the community and at school, and feeling a sense of belonging within these various 
environments made all of the difference. My research will examine my personal story alongside 
the literature on belonging in these domains of home, community and school to better understand 
the ways these spaces have impacted my own success as a student and how my experiences can 
help others. 
I have learned that stories are important. According to Bochner, Ellis, and Tillman-Healy 
(1997), our stories start the moment we are born and we play the central character in our life 
narrative. In this paper, my autoethnography starts at age 13 because this period of my life is when 
I recall my most significant experiences and interactions with my family, community, and school. 
These memories have left a lasting impression on me 39 years later. Reed-Danahay (1997) 
identifies many understandings of autoethnography. She defines her use of the term as a form of 
self-narrative that places the self within a social context. Using an autoethnographic approach 
allowed me to share a meaningful account of the cultural phenomenon I lived as a Detroit Latino 
teenager. 
 I feel very fortunate to be in a position to weave personal narrative with my research study. 
However, throughout my writing experience, I have constantly felt that my choice of methodology 
would be problematic for readers because of a perceived lack of objectivity, which is always 
expected in traditional research. The purpose of social science research is to produce knowledge 
and understanding of the human condition. According to Polkingham (1997), “a narrative account 
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is the appropriate form of expression to display research as a practice” (p. 3). The knowledge I am 
attempting to construct through my own experiences is significant because it brings the readers' 
consciousness to my map of reality.   
In Abuelita Epistemologies, Gonzales (2015) uses autoethnography to describe the role of 
las abuelitas (grandmothers) as educators in Mexican, Mexican American, and Chicana/o culture. 
Gonzales reveals “how the role of abuela as educator, tradition keeper, and cultural warrior lives 
on in my family despite more than 500 years of conquest and de-indianization” (p. 41). Gonzales 
effectively makes her personal experience meaningful and her cultural experience engaging and 
positions her scholarship to make personal and social change possible (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 
2010; Ellis, 1995; Ellis, Adams, & Bochner; 2010). Indeed, “autoethnography provides an avenue 
for doing something meaningful for yourself and the world” (Ellis & Bochner, 2000, p. 761). I 
want my story to generate thoughtful discourse, challenge the status quo, and initiate a call to 
educational action on behalf of Detroit Latino students.  
Just as Gonzales (2015) reflects back in Abuelita Epistemologies and highlights the 
influence her abuelita (grandmother) had on her life, I also have the opportunity to reflect back on 
Ma and the impact she had on my life. By using an autoethnographic approach, I can examine my 
inner feelings and explore the literature related to my journey in order to better understand how 
the people and context of my life impacted my identity and my academic success.  
How Identity Shaped My Research Questions 
Although I am of Mexican descent, I know that I am also of Indigenous heritage in the 
Americas. Forbes (1973) and Gonzales (2011) argue that as a result of conquest most of today’s 
Mexicans have an Indigenous ancestry they know very little about. For Latinos, like me, 
excavating our family stories can bring us closer to our truth and our Indigenous ways of knowing 
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(Gonzales, 2009). I know that a sense of belonging in my family, in my community, and at school 
has positively impacted my academic success, but how? And how are Indigenous ways of knowing 
and a sense of belonging connected? These are the questions guiding my research journey.   
Identities are complex and because I am not fully aware of my Indigenous history, I will 
use the term Latino to identify myself throughout this paper. What is a Latino? “The term 'Latino' 
includes a multitude of peoples who came to the United States from different corners of Spanish-
speaking Latin America, each with its own history and culture, or whose ancestors did” (Novas, 
2007, p. xii). Today, there remains fierce debate among scholars, journalists, and political pundits 
surrounding ethnic and racial labels assigned to people from Latin America. I have no doubt that 
these debates are important. However, my grandparents who raised me and who I called Ma and 
Dad both identified as Mexican descent and during my school-aged years, I spent much of life 
with Puerto Rican and African-American peers, so I identify with these groups, too. As a result of 
the diverse Latino influences in my life, I am comfortable with being identified as a Latino. I 
recognize the role that cultural identity plays in belonging and academic success, which contributes 
to the significance of this study as outlined in the next section.  ` 
Significance of Study 
I believe the struggles of today’s Detroit Latino youth are largely similar to those 
experienced within my own family.  I have been a high school principal in my hometown of Detroit 
at Esperanza High School (EHS, a pseudonym), a small, Title 1, charter high school that serves 
700 predominantly Latino students in grades 9-12; EHS is part of a charter school district serving 
more than 2,300 in grades K-12. During my tenure, I have been privy to many students’ stories, 
which, coupled with my own stories from my youth in southwest Detroit, led me to wonder if there 
was a connection between belonging (in a family, community, school, church, etc.) and academic 
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success for urban Latino students like me. Using an autoethnographic research methodology, I use 
my life experiences to better understand how a sense of belonging is important and how it 
contributes to academic success for urban Latinos.  
This research is important because most of what we know about Latino high school success 
comes from the West Coast, Southwest, and East Coast regions of the U.S. where Latino student 
populations are highest (Gonzales, 2011). In comparison, Detroit’s Latino population is small, 
6.8% or 49,965 persons (U.S. Census, 2010), and we know very little about how a belonging 
framework in the Midwestern region might impact high school academic success. According to 
Gonzales (2011), scholarship with regard to Latinos in the Midwest lies at the periphery of 
scholarship about Latinos, which means there is a gap in knowledge this study can help fill. Detroit 
scholars and colleagues, Sandra Gonzales (2011, 2012; Gonzales and Shields, 2014; Gonzales, 
Brammer, & Sawilowsky, 2014) and Tom Pedroni (Pedroni, 2011), are conducting local 
educational research, and I hope to build upon and contribute to this scholarship with an emphasis 
on Latino student belonging.  
This research is also deeply significant to me because it involves a personal journey of 
learning and sharing high school experiences as a Latino in southwest Detroit where I was born, 
raised, and educated. I have worked in Detroit for my entire adult career and it has been my home 
for the past 50 years. I believe that my experiences in life and school, in many ways, mirror the 
inner-city narratives of Latino youth in the Midwest. 
Limitations of the Study 
This dissertation is limited to the urban experience of one Detroiter and may not be 
generalizable to other urban centers or regions. While it may provide insights on Detroit’s Latino 
students, it is not intended to reflect or detract from the experiences of other Latino groups. It is a 
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non-traditional study and is not meant to be compared to other studies that test for statistical 
significance and validity. This non-traditional research methodology is called autoethnography 
and it allows for a storied experience of self in relationship to/with others. I have selected 
autoethnography because I believe stories are valid in and of themselves even though they may 
not be significant for others. This autoethnography is an individual account of my experience 
within the leadership field, and my experiences may not represent those of the leadership 
community.  
My goal is to generate conversations among administrators, teachers, school partners, and 
mentors on how to better support Detroit’s Latino students by creating a sense of belonging and a 
caring environment within schools so they can more effectively serve our children and improve 
academic outcomes. I hope to generate more questions and encourage ongoing research of this 
severely underrepresented community.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
The educational landscape is evolving and the Latino student enrollment in our nations' 
public schools has skyrocketed. The Latino students of Detroit are mostly concentrated in the 
Mexicantown community, where  there are 24 K-12 schools currently educating an estimated 
10,000 students. These 24 K-12 schools represent nine separate school districts: Six are charter 
schools; nine are part of the Detroit Public Schools Community District (DPSCD); two are private 
schools; and one is part of the Educational Achievement Authority (EAA). The majority of the 
schools have significant Latino students based on the school’s overall student enrollment, while 
the remaining schools have majority Black student populations.   
There has been a proliferation of charter schools that have opened in southwest Detroit 
since 1996. For example, there are currently eight high schools in southwest Detroit, within a four-
mile radius of each other. Five of the eight high schools in Mexicantown are charter schools 
operated by private management companies. The oversaturation of high schools in this community 
is a result of the free market public education policies of the Michigan legislature that signed 
charter schools into law in 1994 and Senate Bill 618 that lifted the statewide cap on charter schools 
in 2011. The National Alliance for Public Charter Schools (2015, p. 3) reported that 52,420 
students are enrolled in charter schools, representing 53% of the city’s student population. 
According to Data Driven Detroit (2012), a Detroit demographic non-profit organization, Detroit’s 
school-aged population continues to decline but the decline is much slower in the Mexicantown 
(southwest Detroit) community. Between 2000 and 2010, the Mexicantown community’s school-
aged population decreased from 17,190 (0-18 years of age) to 14,509 children and youth—a 
decline of 2,681 children and youth.  
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The Detroit Public Schools (DPS) have been under state control since 1999 when the state 
legislature passed Public Act 10 and signed into law by then Governor John Engler. Under state 
control, DPS student enrollment went from 164,496 in 2002-03 to 40,191 in 2016-17 (Detroit 
Public Schools, 2013), and Crain’s Detroit Business newspaper agency reported a net budget 
deficit of $1.66 billion as of 2015. As a native Detroiter, two-term elected member of the Detroit 
Board of Education, and as a Detroit educator for over 25 years, I have witnessed countless reforms 
from the state legislature, education groups, and a throng of philanthropic organizations that have 
attempted to “fix” public education in Detroit, but there has been limited success based on 
standardized test scores. The EAA, a reform school district creation of Governor Snyder and the 
Michigan legislature to take over persistently low-performing schools in Detroit, and the advent 
of charter schools have not yielded the academic improvement as promised. In some cases, the 
financial improvements these reforms were intended to deliver to Detroit school children have not 
materialized.        
 In Detroit, it is my opinion that state led, multipronged public school reform initiatives 
have not delivered as promised. With the fate of the DPSCD still uncertain, the elimination of the 
EAA, an uncoordinated charter school system, and City of Detroit socio-economic indicators, the 
need for city schools to create a sense of belonging and identity for its students is more important 
than ever, especially for southwest Detroit’s Latino school community.    
The research on belonging and identity is extensive and spans the fields of education, 
psychology, sociology, and anthropology. As mentioned earlier, most belonging and identity 
research on Latino academic success has primarily focused on the West Coast, Southwest, and 
Eastern regions of the United States where large Latino communities exist. To date, there is very 
little research available on belonging and identity and the relationship between these concepts and 
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Midwestern Latino academic success or, more specifically, Detroit Latino students. Because 
belonging and identity can be influenced by eco systems outside of school, such as the home and 
community, it is important to understand those contexts as well. This chapter will review the 
literature within the domains of School and Student, School and Family, and School and 
Community, provide definitions for these concepts, and help the reader gain an understanding of 
how these concepts can impact Latino student academic success. 
It is very important to start this chapter with an acknowledgement of my Indigenous roots 
of which I have very little knowledge but know exist. Coming from a fractured family, my parents 
did not share my family history with me, and my educational experiences rarely, if ever, taught 
me anything about my history and culture. Teaching Latino students about their history in school 
and beyond is an important area that warrants further attention and scholarly research because it 
can reinforce and strengthen a student's sense of identity and allow educators to increase their 
cultural understanding and awareness.  
Despite the fact that I do not know much about my history, life experiences have brought 
me to a point where I strongly believe if not for my Mexican heritage, I might not ever have valued 
a sense of belonging and caring. I am hopeful that along my journey in life, I will learn more about 
my roots, and I look forward to sharing what I learn with others. 
Drawing on my 27 years of professional experiences, including 17 working within 
southwest Detroit Latino community schools, I can attest to the similarities between American 
Indian and Latino values and norms through direct observations and interactions. For example, 
American Indian students see the family as an extension of themselves. Relatives such as aunts, 
uncles, and grandparents play important roles in the teaching and learning process and make major 
contributions in raising children. This type of family structure provides a sense of belonging and 
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security which forms an interdependent system (Pewewardy, 1994). In Calzada, Tamis-LeMonda, 
and Yoshikawa’s study (2013), Latino’s familismo (family) is a core cultural value, and children 
are socialized to prioritize family. As such, most Latino families spend a lot of time together and 
rely on family for security and emotional support.  
American Indian students are taught to treat family members with respect, especially elders 
(Cornelius, 1999; Ross, 1996). Older members of the family are sources of wisdom and serve as 
teachers of traditions, customs, legends, and myths. Likewise, research demonstrates that many 
Latino children are raised to be bien educado, a set of cultural values that includes respeto (respect) 
(Valenzuela, 1999; Valdes, 1996; Sheets, 2005; Gonzales, 2014). In Learning Styles of American 
Indian/Alaska Native Students: A Review of the Literature and Implications for Practice 
(Pewewardy, 2002), drawing on scholarship by Brown (1980) and Dumont (1972), the author 
states that “American Indian students tend to favor cooperation over competition” (p. 35). 
According to Pewewardy (2002), “American Indian students learn that one’s worth is based on the 
ability and willingness to share, and they prefer harmony, unity, and basic oneness” (p. 36). 
Similarly, in Detroit’s Latino community, no soy el mejor pero trato de serlo, (I’m not the best but 
I try) is a dicho (saying) that refers to being the best person possible. 
There are countless parallels between American Indian and Latino culture and how a sense 
of belonging forms. In Abuelita Epistemologies: Counteracting Subtractive Schools in American 
Education, Gonzales (2015) describes caring and a sense of belonging through her experiences 
and relationship with her abuelita. Gonzales posits that within the Mexican community, caring and 
sense of belonging derive from Indigenous origins evidenced by two concepts identified as bien 
educado and In Lak’Ech (you are my other me). Both concepts are “deeply rooted in 
interdependent concepts of unity such as helping one another, taking care of one another, thinking 
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of others’ needs before your own, respecting elders, respecting Mother Earth, and treating all 
things sacred” (p. 47). My upbringing consisted of these principles, and I am raising my children 
the same way. It is difficult for me to list specific examples, because I was raised to give without 
ever remembering and receive without ever forgetting.   
 While valued social behaviors vary tremendously within Latina/o families, research has 
shown that parents socialize their children to help them become bien educado (Valdes, 1996). This 
is especially true within Mexican American homes where strong moral character and highly valued 
social behaviors are expected (Valdes, 1996; Valenzuela, 1999). Many Mexican parents advise 
their children through consejos – advice communicated with warmth – in how to be bien educado 
and how to communicate respectfully and with good manners (Valdes, 1996). It is important for 
the reader to note that there is a significant difference between educación, as defined by Mexican 
parents, and its English cognate education (Reese, Balzano, Gallimore, & Goldenberg, 1991). Tara 
Yasso (2005), a Chicana Critical Race Theory scholar, notes that “a person can be formally 
educated with multiple advanced degrees, but may still be rude, ignorant, disrespectful, or 
unethical” (p. 83). On the other hand, a person with only a second-grade formal education may be 
una persona bien educada or a well-mannered, kind, fair-minded, respectful (moral) individual” 
(p. 83).  The cultural and familial meanings in notions of ser bien educada/o emphasize family and 
home-oriented practices, rather than book learning or school-oriented practices. For many Mexican 
parents, educación refers to the total task of bringing-up a moral and responsible child, using a 
broad definition that includes good manners and showing respect for parents and elders. In 
Abuelita Epistemologies (2015), Gonzales describes various aspects of bien educado that were 
passed down to her by her abuelita such as food and music, a sense of history and belonging, a 
feeling of loyalty and identification with family.   
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School and Student 
 Valenzuela (1999) links the concept of educación with caring, explaining that students 
want teachers to care for them in a respectful, holistic manner more than they care about the school 
and academics. She argues that because many teachers lack awareness and cultural understanding, 
they may create subtractive educational experiences for their students because they do not facilitate 
the same kind of reciprocal relationships or interactions practiced at home such as respeto, cariño 
(warm, nurturing interpersonal interactions), and confianza (mutual trust). These three aspects of 
reciprocal relationships are imperative for developing authentic, constructive, caring student-
teacher interactions that can strongly contribute to the academic successes of Mexican and Latino 
students. Valenzuela (2007) advocates for additive schooling practices “where schools are guided 
by a respectfulness towards their students’ individuality” and “language and culture are construed 
as assets, not deficits” (p. 243). In other words, “in an additive school, one’s language and ethnic 
identity are assets and figure precisely in what it means to be educated in U.S. society” 
(Valenzuela, 1999, p. 270). 
In Educated Entremundos: Understanding How Puerto Rican Diaspora Teachers 
Conceptualize and Enact Ser Bien Educado and Being Well Educated, Quiñones (2012) shares her 
own understanding of ser bien educado as a bilingual-bicultural Puerto Rican education researcher. 
In her study, she examined how Puerto Rican teachers in an urban elementary school conceptualize 
and enact notions of ser bien educado and what it means to be well educated. Quiñones asserts that 
“...understanding of ser bien educado, for instance, points not so much to school-based knowledge 
or formal credentials, but to family values and home/community-based expectations about how I 
interact with others both in and out of school” (p. 3). Hill and Torres (2010) write that Latino 
families define being well-educated more broadly than U.S. schools. In addition to its academic 
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components, for Latinos, educación includes being principled, responsible, respectful, and well 
behaved (Auerbach 2006, 2007; Carger, 1996; Olemdo, 2003). Latino parents believe they are 
responsible for developing these aspects of their children, which form a foundation for the 
academic education that is the school’s domain. When bien educado is misunderstood, it can be 
seen as inferior to the American definition of education (Olemdo, 2003; Reese, Balzano, Gallimore 
& Goldberg, 1995; Villenas & Foley, 2002). This misunderstanding leads to deficit thinking, 
because it incorrectly views Latino values and child rearing practices as a problem (Valencia, 
2002; Villenas, 2001; Villenas & Deyhle, 1999).  
Theodore Roosevelt once said kids don’t care how much you know until they know how 
much you care. This is true not only in the family, but also in the schools; a critical developmental 
context for children. By the time a student reaches the ninth-grade in the United States, it is likely 
the student has spent more than 10,000 hours in school (Eccles & Roeser, 2010). The quality and 
perception of adult-student interactions are critical determinants of a positive pathway to success 
for any student (Noam & Fiore, 2004). Schools need to understand the enormous impact they have 
on a student’s sense of belonging.  
“The theory of sense of belonging in schools has its origins in Maslow’s theory of human 
motivation (1962), which posits that the human need for love, affection, and belonging is a driving 
force behind motivated action” (Chhuon & Wallace, 2014, pg. 381). In educational settings, 
belonging can be described as “the extent to which students feel personally accepted, respected, 
included, and supported by others – especially teachers and other adults in the school environment” 
(Murphy, 2016, pg. 61). Educators, broadly defined as teachers, administrators, counselors, 
coaches and para-professionals, fulfill a critical role in the lives of students. In high school, the 
teacher-student relationship may be tied to the development of academic goals and career 
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aspirations. As students develop confianza (trust) towards the educators in their lives, influence 
increases.     
Heather Libbey (2007) describes school belonging as when students “feel close to, a part 
of, and happy at school; feel that teachers care about students and treat them fairly; get along with 
teachers and other students, and feel safe at school [sic]”. The Wingspread Declaration (Achrekar 
et al., 2004), an educational policy think-tank in Washington D.C., describes belonging in school 
settings as the belief of students that adults within their school community care about their learning, 
have an interest in them as individuals, and have high academic expectations. It also includes 
students having positive relationships with their teachers and feeling safe at school. A 
multidisciplinary body of empirical evidence reveals that students’ affective relationships with 
teachers are associated with a host of important outcomes such as academic engagement and 
attainment (Battistich, Schaps, & Wilson 2004; Hamre & Pianta, 2001; Klem & Connell, 2004; 
Martin & Dowson, 2009). Schools have an important role in building social networks for 
individuals and offer unique opportunities for influencing belonging for school-aged children. 
Dewey (1958) argued that school administrators and teachers are responsible for facilitating a 
sense of community to help students achieve positive academic outcomes. This is especially 
important today because schools are paying less attention to the socio-emotional needs of students, 
instead giving priority to test scores (Osterman, 2000). As a school administrator, I witness the 
demands of testing and the worrisome impacts on the student’s sense of self and his or her capacity 
to succeed when he or she falls short on test results. 
Scholarship with regards to Latino students suggests they become engaged in school as 
they develop intellectual and social skills that lead to academic achievement. To achieve academic 
success, students must develop a sense of membership or belonging to school through meaningful 
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interactions with teachers and peers (Flores-Gonzalez, 2002). If students do not develop 
meaningful relationships with their teachers and peers, they may feel alienated and become hostile 
toward one another. This leads to a subtractive educational experience for the student “leaving 
them progressively vulnerable to academic failure” (Valenzuela, 1999, p. 3). Dynamic teachers 
who transcend language and cultural barriers make a difference in the lives of Latino students 
(Scribner, 1999). A caring relationship is a connection that exists between two human beings—“a 
carer and a recipient of care” (Noddings, 1992, p. 15). Students who feel cared for by their teachers 
are likely to work harder. While this is universal across cultural groups, it is heightened for Latino 
students given their values. 
Students’ perceptions of their teachers and schools deserve significant attention because 
research shows that these perceptions can positively influence their sense of belonging 
(Goodenow, 1993), improve the school climate (Slaughter-Dofoe & Carlson, 1996), heighten 
cultural awareness (Pang, 2005), and promote academic motivation (Valenzuela, 1999). According 
to Scribner (1999), effective schools consistently exhibit an ethic of care in their culture. 
Valenzuela’s (1999) Texas high school study reported that students’ commitment to school 
achievement was often linked to whether or not students felt their teachers understood and cared 
for them. “The academic success of Latino students is above all attributable to the environment in 
the schools they attend and the nature of the relationships they have with their teachers” (Flores-
Gonzalez, 2002, p. ix). Flores-Gonzalez adds that schools should help kids develop deep 
relationships with their teachers and peers, and these relationships should be characterized by 
caring, respect, and dignity. Strong and positive relationships with school staff increase the 
likelihood of raising a student’s academic performance, and school staff play a central role in 
nurturing and building supportive bridges and strengthening academic success (Tavitian, 2013). 
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Building close networks of support with teachers and other students is one significant means 
researchers have found to help boost students’ achievement (Conchas, 2006). The interactions 
between teachers and students are the heart of the educational process (Donato, 1993).  
In The Principal’s Role in Successful Schools: Creating a Positive Culture, Shelly 
Habegger (2008) says that culture is at the heart of school improvement and growth. In her study 
of three high-performing, low socioeconomic high schools, she identified a positive school culture 
that promotes learning and engagement for students and adults as the key attribute that made the 
schools high-performing. Interestingly, when building principals were asked about their major 
goals, they stated that developing caring relationships between students and adults was their goal, 
not higher test scores.   
According to Habegger (2008), a sense of belonging was also achieved for teachers through 
encouragement and professionalism. Supporting teachers by offering common planning time, 
curriculum alignment, data analysis, and responses to teacher-initiated interventions made teachers 
feel valued, strengthening the mission and vision in their schools. Creating professional learning 
communities and a positive school culture were the underlying reasons successful schools were 
able to flourish. 
In southwest Detroit’s Latino community, I believe the family is highly regarded. The 
literature suggests it is imperative that the community schools—private, public, charter—create a 
strong sense of belonging in order to increase the odds for students to achieve academically. There 
are other important factors that play a part in student academic success, but in a community like 
southwest Detroit, where Latino’s make up 57% of the population and where 46.6% of the 
residents 25 years and older are not high school graduates (Data Driver Detroit, 2012), creating 
strong teacher-student relationships and a sense of belonging should be a top priority. 
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School and Family 
 “All children are eminently educable, and the behavior of the school is critical in 
determining the quality of that education …” (Edmonds, 1979, p. 20).  
There is a plethora of research on the benefits of parental involvement in children’s 
academic success. The way schools care for students can be reflected in the way they care about 
families. Scholars suggest that parent involvement is imperative in children’s educational 
achievement and relationships among families, schools, and communities matter significantly. 
When parents are involved, children tend to do better in school, stay in school longer, and like 
school more (Henderson & Mapp, 2002, p. 7). Parental involvement has also been associated with 
students’ beliefs about the importance of education (Sheldon & Epstein, 2002). Although parental 
involvement is widely accepted as a major contributor to student academic achievement, research 
also points out that too few parents are actively involved in their children’s school life (Simon, 
2000). The National Center for Education Statistics (Herrold, & O’Donnell, 2008) reports that 
Latino parents are less likely to attend school conferences, volunteer, or be part of special events 
than other groups. Some of the reasons cited for the lack of parental involvement include parents’ 
feeling intimidated, preexisting negative feelings about school, language and cultural barriers, and 
a sense of being overwhelmed by day-to-day responsibilities (Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005).  
 Complicating the lack of parental involvement in schools are teachers who are reluctant to 
reach out to parents (Broderick & Mastrilli, 1997); in my experiences, teachers cite language 
barriers as the primary reason. Teachers who do not feel confident in effectively communicating 
with parents generally avoid such contact (Garcia, & Guerra, 2004; Hoover-Demsey, Bassler & 
Brissie, 1992; Flynn & Nolan, 2008). In some cases, teachers do not believe it is their responsibility 
to contact parents. They also sometimes feel overwhelmed by classroom responsibilities and do 
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not have time to reach out to parents (Broderick & Mastrilli, 1997; Hoover-Dempsey, & Walker, 
2002). However, what teachers fail to realize is that Latino parents have great respect for them and 
sincerely appreciate when teachers reach out. 
In my experience, the language of collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) and school 
policies can also create barriers to parental involvement. For example, a CBA may contain a clause 
that allows teachers to arrive only minutes before the start of school and end their school day 
minutes after dismissal. This virtually eliminates the opportunity for parents to meet with teachers 
before or after school, which tends to be the best hours of the day for parent-teacher meetings. In 
addition, CBAs can minimize the number of parent conferences at a school to one day per school 
semester.   
 Best practices for creating a positive school-family relationship. In Lessons from High 
Performing Hispanic Schools (Reyes, Scribner & Scribner, 1999), five broad categories are 
identified as best practices for building collaborative relationships between “Hispanic parents and 
schools: First, build on the cultural values of Hispanic parents; Second, stress personal contact with 
parents; Third, foster communication with parents; Fourth, create a warm environment for parents and 
lastly, facilitate structural accommodations for parental involvement” (p. 52). 
 Cultural values. According to Reyes et al. (1999), effective schools understand the cultural 
values of parents and the community. Through this understanding, trusting relationships are 
formed between the school and parents. Learning the culture and language, communicating with 
parents in their native language, and creating a bilingual-bicultural environment that recognizes 
and integrates critical cultural constructs such as buena educaión can be effective ways of forming 
strong school-family relationships. (Valdes, 1996, Valenzuela 1999). As a school administrator 
working with a majority Latino student-parent population, I have implemented elements of respeto 
by starting out each day welcoming parents onto school grounds as they bring their children to 
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school. Friendly gestures such as saying hola (hello) and buenos dias (good morning) show 
appreciation and respect to parents. Making commitments to hire bilingual-bicultural staff at all 
levels, regularly communicating with parents in their native Spanish, and reminding students and 
parents that the school is an extension of their home and that all students are valued sends a strong 
message to parents and extended family members that the school cares.    
 Personal contact. Making direct contact with parents and communicating school 
information is one way of gaining parent trust (Reyes et al., 1999). Calling parents, making home 
visits, and speaking in a respectful, non-condescending manner are a few of the strategies effective 
schools use when building relationships with families. School leadership should understand the 
importance of hiring bilingual school staff to help parents overcome language barriers. Bilingual 
staff can serve in various roles throughout the school such as teachers, non-instructional support, 
and administration. Interactions are based on respeto, cariño, and confianza (Quiñones, 2012). 
 In Gift and Sacrifice: Parental Involvement in Latino Adolescents Education (Ceballo, 
2014), the author explains how respeto emphasizes decorum and politeness, especially toward 
older individuals and professionals, with the goal of facilitating harmonious interpersonal 
relationships (also see Calzada, Fernandez, & Cortes, 2010; Cauce & Domenech Rodriguez, 2002). 
In Will You Stand for Me? Authentic Cariño and Transformative Rites of Passage in an Urban 
High School (Curry, 2016), cariño is seen as being grounded in Latino cultural values, consistent 
with Noddings (1984) and Valenzuela (1999). Duncan-Andrade (2006) explains cariño as, “caring, 
affection, or love ... Cariño is more a concept than a word. It is the foundation of relationships …” 
(p. 451). 
In The Role of School and Community-Based Programs in Aiding Latina/o High School 
Persistence, Harris and Kiyama (2015) cite Stanton-Salazar's work which describes confianza as 
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a willingness of individuals to make themselves vulnerable to each other, to share intimacies 
without fear of being hurt or taken for granted. Confianza allows engagement in important 
transactions without fear of being deliberately deceived and used. Sharing common experiences 
can help build mutual trust between students and adults in schools and the community (Gibson, 
Bejinez, Hildalgo, & Rolón, 2004).   
 Fostering communication. Reyes et al. (1999), based on research by Bermudez (1994), 
indicate that “fostering communication is regarded as critical to building collaborative 
relationships between parents and teachers, between parents and children, and between children 
and teachers” (p. 54). Effective schools use a variety of strategies to connect with parents, such as 
school social media outlets where information is translated into Spanish. For example, in my 
leadership capacity, taking time to recognize student accomplishments on the school’s social 
media pages such as Facebook and Instagram generates a high volume of “likes” and comments 
from parents and extended family members. Posting bilingual school information on the school’s 
marquee reminds parents about upcoming school academic and social events. The use of 
automated attendance calls keeps parents regularly informed about their child’s absence(s). Parents 
appreciate receiving useful and understandable information which leads to greater trust and 
increased participation in the schools. 
 Creating a warm environment. “In high-performing Hispanic schools, warmth, caring, 
and sense of belonging, respect, and positive reinforcement supersede notions about efficiency” 
(Reyes et al., 1999, p. 56). Over the past 10 years, my school leadership experiences have focused 
on creating a welcoming high school environment that is clean, safe, and orderly both inside and 
around school grounds. Establishing a sustainable school atmosphere builds trust for the school 
among parents, students, and school staff. Effective schools encourage parents to share ideas and 
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engage them in meaningful school activities. Parents and guests should feel immediately 
welcomed upon entering the building as a result of polite staff and a main office that greets guests 
respectfully (Reyes et al., 1999). 
 Facilitating structural accommodations.  Reyes et al. (1999) describe structural 
accommodations as efforts taken by the school to build collaborative relationships with parents. 
For example, schools hire staff, such as a home-school-community liaison, Dean of Students, and 
college and career advisors, with skill sets that support parents; the staff takes time to help parents, 
families, and students navigate the resources available to them. Effective schools also seek out 
partnerships in the community to offer services students and families need such as dental care, 
health care, and immigration advice. Throughout the school year, schools can create regular events 
aimed at bringing parents into the school to share information about improvement plans, college 
applications, financial aid and scholarships, and student recognition programs. Effective schools 
see their role in this area as key in the establishment of effective parent-school relationships (Reyes 
et al., 1999).  
School and Community 
 Gross et al. (2015), describe “...school-community partnerships as meaningful 
relationships with community members, organizations, and businesses that are committed to 
working cooperatively with a shared responsibility to advance the development of students’ 
intellectual, social, and emotional well-being” (p. 9). School-community partnerships provide 
supports and resources for students, families, and schools that extend beyond the schools’ 
limitations. These partnerships can positively impact students and contribute to their academic 
success, which, in turn, positively benefits the community. 
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 Community involvement is an essential component of student achievement (Anderson, 
Houser, & Howland, 2010; Bryk, 2010; Coleman, 1988; McAlister, 2013; Sanders, 2006). Urban, 
low-income schools especially need to work with the community, and school leaders play a critical 
role in developing school-community partnerships. Sanders (2001) indicates that territorialism is 
an impediment to collaboration between schools and community partnerships.  Gross et al. (2015) 
add that meaningful partnerships enhance social capital in struggling communities and expand 
opportunities for students, their families, and neighborhoods. Strong school leadership, an inviting 
school culture, teacher commitment to student success, and collaboration and communication 
among partners are key factors that contribute to strong community relations. 
 School-community partnerships are complex and take on a variety of forms. While 
business partnerships are common, relationships with churches, non-profit organizations, colleges, 
universities, and municipal agencies are other examples of partnerships. Research shows a positive 
correlation between school-community partnerships and student outcomes (Blank, Jacobson, & 
Melaville, 2012). Due to lack of funding, schools have to look for funds elsewhere; building 
partnerships with businesses and community-based organizations can be very beneficial. Recently, 
the school partnered with several local non-profits; one offers a mental health therapist full time 
and another provides quality after-school programming, both at no cost to the school.    
Cushing and Kohl (1997) identified three barriers to successful collaborations. First, fear of 
public scrutiny has made schools and educators skeptical of the media, especially since teachers 
have been heavily criticized. A second barrier is burnout. Many educators in urban centers are 
frustrated and exhausted by the challenges they encounter. Poverty, crime, unemployment, and 
homelessness are only some of the daily challenges schools and classroom teachers have to deal 
with. These same challenges face students, many of whom have difficulty concentrating on 
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learning. Finally, school leader and teacher attitudes towards their communities have been 
damaged, and they do not assume a positive intent in all offers of help.  
 In Detroit, there is a high degree of frustration among educators and the community with 
regard to school reform measures such as emergency managers, the EAA, and charter schools. 
There is also a great deal of skepticism between educators and non-profit organizations involved 
in advocating school reform. Much more research needs to be done on Detroit, Michigan school-
community partnerships in order to better understand the community’s relationship with and 
responsibilities to students and families. I hope that excavating my subconscious for the stories 
that shaped my own sense of belonging in the community, my family, and at school, I will be able 
to extend the belonging literature in new directions. Doing so could help schools, educators, 
parents, and community members understand what is needed to promote belonging and how to 
integrate diverse connections more effectively to improve student academic achievement. In the 
next chapter, the importance of stories within an autoethnographic research framework will be 
discussed. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This chapter is an overview of the research on autoethnography as it relates to my study 
and the employment of this method in my research. In autoethnography, stories are often related 
through a first-person narrative style that may "feature dialogue, emotion, and self-consciousness" 
(Holt, 2003, p. 19) in an effort to "understand a self or some aspect of a life lived in a cultural 
context" (Ellis, 2004, p. 45). Autoethnography allows me, as the researcher, to provide a first-
person account of how the social context studied can add value to my field and hopefully and more 
importantly, benefit future generations of Detroit Latino students.  
A benefit of autoethnography is the freedom it allows the researcher to prioritize all of 
his/her personal experiences. The complexities of a lived history can be acknowledged, and we 
can better see that all of our experiences are interconnected and reflected in how we make meaning. 
If academic research in education aims to improve the lives of those being educated, then my story, 
which informs this process, must be considered a valuable source in the construction of knowledge 
that is emancipatory (freeing) in that it provides insights into how and why certain things came 
about. Emancipation can also mean liberation from questionable research methods that allege to 
be unbiased in the production of truth. This research is different: The purpose of an 
autoethnography is not to establish a truth, rather to invite the reader on a personal research 
journey. As the text is read, readers may see in it parts of their experiences, prompting reflection 
and generating knowledge development.  
Autoethnography: Theory and Method 
 “Autoethnography is a methodology that begins with the researcher at the center of the 
study” (Ellis, 2004, p. 45). Utilizing a qualitative storytelling structure allows individuals to gain 
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understanding of themselves as well as the greater forces surrounding them (Chang, 2008).  
“Autoethnography is an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically 
analyze (graphy) personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural experience (ethno)” 
(Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2010, p. 1). According to Chang (2008), autoethnography brings 
together cultural analysis and interpretation with narrative details. “It follows the anthropological 
and social scientific inquiry approach” (p. 46).  As part of the methodology, the researcher becomes 
the data collector, acting as the link between community and the issue being studied (Haynes, 
2002). Autoethnography, increasingly used as a research method, challenges the boundaries of 
qualitative inquiry by focusing on phenomena in the life of the researcher (Fetterman, 2010).   
 In most autoethnographies, researchers have not attempted to describe their story as being 
universally applicable; instead, they have shared their personal stories, supported by well 
documented artifacts, in an attempt to educate and expand knowledge for others who have similar 
interests or needs. In this study, I do not seek to debate the merits of one form of scholarship over 
another. I do not set out to say who is right and who is wrong because this goes against my cultural 
values—who has the right to judge someone’s story? I want to share my story using an 
autoethnograhic methodology to try to explore how a sense of belonging can enhance academic 
success for a Detroit Latino student.  
Site of Study 
 
This study places me at the center of the research during three distinct periods of my life. 
The first is my childhood years in Detroit during the late 1960s and 1970s in a neighborhood with 
Latino, Maltese, African-American, and Anglo residents. This diverse community contributed to 
my evolving sense of belonging across ethnic lines. The second period is my high school years at 
Detroit Catholic schools during the mid-1970s and early 1980s. The evolution of my sense of 
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belonging expanded within a caring school and community environment into increased confidence 
through participation in athletics. The third period is when I entered post-secondary schooling at a 
small Catholic college in Michigan during the mid-1980s. It was during this time that I found an 
even greater sense of myself and belonging and how the collective periods of my life had 
contributed to my academic successes. The common thread linking the aforementioned periods is 
love.  
In this autoethnographic research study I examine the phenomena of belonging and caring 
using my experiences as a student, with my family, and with my community. The vast array of my 
school-student belonging recollections are filled with examples of caring educators who not only 
taught the curriculum but also took personal time to know me, partly through getting to know my 
family and community. Some teachers conducted routine home visits and went as far as becoming 
padrinos (Godparents) for kids in the neighborhood. The nuns at the junior high, high school, and 
college levels were also significant contributors to creating a sense of belonging, teaching the 
curriculum and watching over us in and outside of school because they too lived in the community. 
Their presence was always known. To them, keeping me disciplined and aligned with my Catholic 
faith was just as important as what I was learning in school.      
 School-Family relationships were also important during my formative schooling years. It 
always seemed that someone from my school was in touch with my mother, Ma, at all times, and 
this served as another strand of belonging. It was well known to me and my homeboys that 
someone from our school could visit our homes without advance notice. In retrospect, this 
demonstrated respeto towards our families. Home visits did not automatically center on academic 
standing as one might expect. While school was the primary connector, home visits also served as 
a courtesy just to see how things were going for Ma and the family. School nun home visits were 
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often different than regular teacher visits in that most included delivery of things the family needed 
such as food and clothes. To this day, I cherish these acts of cariño (love) by my school and church 
nuns.  
School-Community relationships represent the final belonging phenomenon being 
examined in this research study. It takes a whole community to raise and educate a child, and I can 
proudly declare that mine raised and educated me. Growing up in Detroit, we had the Boy’s Club 
of Metropolitan Detroit, Casa-Maria, La-Sed, and La Casa as after school neighborhood outlets 
where recreational, athletic, academic, and youth support services were offered. (Sadly, none of 
these centers exist today because of the elimination of public and philanthropic funding over the 
years.) At that time, community centers were extensions of the school and created a strong sense 
of belonging for me. I found the youth staff at these centers to be caring and loving; they were 
great examples of how to conduct oneself towards others, regardless of who they were, what they 
had, or where they were from.  These are stories I propose to explore in greater detail throughout 
the remaining chapters of my work.  Autoethnography will be significant in helping me recover 
the cultural aspects of belonging that might be significant for belonging research among Latinos, 
particularly urban Latinos like me. Data sources will include: artifacts; photos; family sources; 
newspaper articles; yearbooks; internet searches; scholarly journals; dissertations; and books. 
A Case for Autoethnography 
"Right from birth we are a part of narratives which make us both subject and object. History 
is inside us, it is a part of our own self-understanding" (Svensson, 1997, p. 72). I selected the 
method of autoethnography because my preferred learning style does not align with conventional 
research, primarily because that type of research lacks personalized significance and observed 
cultural and social norms. Autoethnography challenges accepted traditional views in academia 
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(Holt, 2003), and this methodology allows me to breathe life into my journey, provoking reflection 
and advancing knowledge for myself and for the reader.   
 I started this journey with a desire to understand how a sense of belonging impacted my 
own academic success as a Detroit Latino. I seek to understand the various intersections of 
belonging within the domains of school, family, and community to see how they impact 
educational aspirations. I will be exploring personal memories and stories from each of these 
domains for insights into the struggles of today’s Latino students in Detroit. I will do this by 
comparing my own struggles and insights with those of others, as expressed in the literature.  
 Due to limited scholarship on belonging for Detroit Latino students, I draw upon personal 
observations, conversations, personal reflections, and history, enhanced by a review of scholarly 
literature and the collection and interpretation of anecdotal and historical artifacts. As the writer 
and researcher in this autoethnography, my life experiences as a public school administrator will 
further provide me with authenticity of background. This means that I am sharing firsthand 
accounts and that I acknowledge my observations may be perceived by some as biased. However, 
throughout this autoethnography, I have intentionally approached my observations as unique; it is 
in this spirit that I will share my stories, my insights, and the reactions of others interacting with 
me. 
Critiques of Autoethnography 
In the Latino community stories are an important way to transmit culture, history, and 
knowledge. Accuracy becomes secondary to these goals (Gonzales, 2011) because our memories 
can be shaped by age, wisdom, new information and fresh perspectives. I share my stories as I 
remember them now, knowing that my understanding of myself and my history may shift with 
time. My stories weave in and out of the literature so that they are not just stories but scholarship. 
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While it is important to consider the benefits of an autoethnographic research methodology, 
it is also necessary to examine some of the pitfalls of autoethnography. One limitation of 
conducting an autoethnography is that the center of the research and the primary resource is one’s 
own memory. Holt (2003) summarizes criticisms of autoethnography, saying that it appears “too 
self-indulgent and narcissistic” (p. 19). Scholarly reviewers also question the academic rigor and 
validity of autoethnography and claim to often detect subjectivity in the results (Chang, 2008, p. 
54). However, not everyone agrees, as Löwenheim (2010) points out: 
When one writes about oneself, this does not mean that the work will be narcissistic. There 
is a difference between, on one hand, narcissism and self-indulgence and, on the other, 
writing about the self. A major difference in this context relates to the purpose of the 
writing” (p. 1025). 
 
Traditional research discourages the researcher from using their personal voice while 
constructing the context of the data. In Autoethnography: An Overview, Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 
(2011) posit that “critics want to hold autoethnography accountable to criteria normally applied to 
traditional autoethnography or to autobiographical standards of writing” (p. 283). Critics also 
argue autoethnography does not meet social scientific standards because it is “insufficiently 
rigorous, theoretical, and analytical and too aesthetic, emotional, and therapeutic” (p. 283). 
Chang (2008) warns autoethnographers to avoid: (a) an excessive focus on the self in 
isolation, (b) an overemphasis on narration over cultural interpretation and analysis, (c) the 
exclusive reliance on personal memory as the sole data source, (d) an adherence to ethical 
standards in regard to the identification of others, and (e) inappropriate application of the 
autoethnography label. I intend to avoid these pitfalls by not imposing my view on the reader. 
However, I want the reader to feel my story and the intimate details of my experience. Perhaps, 
even as co-participants who “engage with the story line morally, emotionally, aesthetically, and 
intellectually” (Richardson, 1994). The advantages of autoethnography outweigh the criticisms 
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because “life stories are powerful research tools” (Tierney, 1998, p. 10) and are “part of the way 
people constitute themselves socially and culturally” (Svensson, 1997, p. 94).  
Narrative as the Research Method 
 There are many different kinds of autoethnography. This autoethnographic study will be 
presented as a narrative ethnography. Narrative ethnographies, “focus on a group or culture and 
use their own experiences in the culture reflexively to bend back on themselves and look more 
deeply at interactions between the self and other” (Ellis, 2004, p. 37). The most defining feature 
of narrative inquiry is that it is the study of experience as it is lived (Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). 
According to Fisher (2010, pp. 42-3), an autoethnography combines personal narrative and the 
details of one’s social environment. 
 By utilizing a personal narrative research methodology, I seek to “bend back” into my 
historical memory to provide the reader with my lived experiences as a Latino student. The 
narrative begins in DPS, shifts to Catholic Archdiocese Schools, and concludes at a small, private 
Catholic college in Michigan, with the hope of better understanding how belonging impacts 
academic achievement and how belonging in school is related to belonging at home and in the 
community. It is worth repeating that the literature on Detroit Latino students, or even Latinos 
from the Midwest, is extremely limited and this scholarship attempts to fill that gap using one 
Latino’s unique perspective.  
Summary 
I set out to investigate how a sense of belonging was implemented in my family, my school, 
and my community, and whether my experiences could contribute to the literature on Latino 
academic success in the Midwest, especially Detroit. I chose to pursue narrative autoethnography 
because it allowed me to focus on my past experiences in a deeper and more transparent manner. 
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Failing to critically engage ourselves in these types of experiences often leaves us liable to 
reproduce negative outcomes for both our students and ourselves. It is for this reason that some 
describe autoethnography as interventionists because it gives voices to those whose voices have 
been denied. Moreover, as Clough (2000) has argued, autoethnography should seek to motivate 
cultural criticism, which can support social transformation. I am hopeful my story will inspire 
social transformation in the reader as well as the broader community. There is much more research 
to be conducted on Detroit Latino students. I hope this body of scholarship will help others 
discover how to create a sense of belonging for Latinos, who often do not see themselves reflected 
in the literature.  
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CHAPTER 4: FAMILIA   
Familia! Such a very strong word within the Latino/a community that is filled with deep 
meaning it brings tears of joy to one’s eyes. Familia conjures up a wide range of emotions rooted 
in the world’s most powerful word – amor (love). From the beginning of life and at the end of our 
life journey, familia stands by, never leaving your side. Outside of familia, we are not taught about 
our ancestors or our history, so we must discipline ourselves to learn on our own, but within 
familia, we are taught about our rich history and we are amazed by our ancestor’s stories. Learning 
my family history will be a life-long expedition because after five decades, I now understand and 
feel my ancestors alive within me. At this particular point in my trek, Abuelo comes to the 
forefront. Abuelo is my father because he raised me like a father raises his son. The man accepts 
responsibility for his family. He respects all and all respect him in return. He is an example, just 
like Abuela, to the entire family. In my case, I believe 
it was Abuelo who declared at the time of my birth, 
that I would be his son and there would never be any 
question about it from that moment on. I was never 
referred to as a grandson, step-son, nephew, or cousin. 
I was a son and brother.  My familia created my first 
sense of belonging. My abuelo accepted his children 
as his own, regardless of biological birth. In this 
picture (Figure 1), Abuelo is holding one of his 
grandsons, and lined up from left to right is my 
younger brother (biological uncle), myself in the 
center, and to my right is my younger sister. Thank you Ma for your words to me about Abuelo 
Figure 1: Dad (Abuelo) with his 
children and grandchildren. 
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before your transition. Your words brought me inner peace and new found love and greater respect. 
Familia photo albums bring forth these descriptors of Abuelo: father; strong; respect; protector; 
provider; example; loyal; teacher. I only know a little about Abuelo’s life, but I remember him 
vividly growing up and into adulthood. Rodolfo Hernandez Martinez (Rudy; Roots) was my father. 
He was well built, dark skinned, and always working. Abuelo worked for years in the steal factory 
and eventually, became the owner of a small business where it seemed to me, he worked around 
the clock. The photo albums reminded me of his musical talent because Abuelo played the guitar 
and sang with a trio. His voice was as beautiful as was the sound coming from his acoustic guitar. 
Abuelo played the accordion and maracas, too. He was serious and his presence could generate 
fear. As I reflect back in time, his music and singing, gentleness and love for his familia was 
constant. His smile was radiant and he glided smoothly over the dance floors with Ma, cheek to 
cheek, at weddings and quinceañeras. I admired my father’s smoothness in social settings. I do 
not recall him having a sophisticated wardrobe, but Ma would iron his clothes with starch and the 
creases she put in his pants and shirts were to die for. Abuelo’s wardrobe was always topped off 
with a brimmed hat. My abuelo, like my suergo and papa-buelo, was known for his strong work 
ethic. For always finding ways to make something out of nothing. During my familia excavation, 
I learned that Abuelo worked in the fields throughout his youth from my tia Maggie, who is now 
at 100 years of age. She told me at Abuelo’s funeral that they were “slaves” working the fields in 
Louisiana and Texas. As a man, husband, and father, I am amazed by my abuelo’s life. After 
marrying, he raised nine children, five of whom, including myself, were from extended family. I 
ask myself, why did he do it? Why would he agree to this tremendous responsibility and all of the 
sacrifices that come with it? Why would he agree to take on five babies in addition to his four 
biological children, and raise them all as his children?  
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*** 
I posit that Abuelo’s decisions about family derived directly from our Indigenous ways. In 
Lak’Ech – you are my other me. Abuelo demonstrated familismo by his example of commitment 
to his nuclear family and his extended family (Cruz-Santiago & Ramirez Garcia, 2011).  
*** 
As a young man in his 20’s, Abuelo joined the U.S. military and fought in WWII, serving 
his country proudly. My tio Roy, Abuelo’s brother, also fought in WWII and would come home a 
blind man as a result of a bullet to his head. They both returned home to prejudice and 
discrimination that they did not know existed despite having given their lives for freedom. He 
would marry Abuela and they would 
start their family (Figure 2). Their oldest 
daughter, Paula Rose Martinez, gave 
birth to me at 17 years of age, but 
decided that she could not be a mother 
that raises a child. She gave me to 
Abuelo and Ma. There were various 
shades of brown blanketing my 
household, but we are all one big happy 
familia. I learn early on that familia 
extends beyond the immediate family 
because I live it and I am surrounded by it in my neighborhood and community. I was proud of it 
then and I am proud of it now.  
*** 
Figure 2. Ma and Dad on their wedding day. 
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Research suggests that multigenerational grandparent led extended family households are 
more common in Latino families than in White or African American households (Mendoza, 
Fruhauf, Bundy-Frazioli & Weil, 2018). In fact, Latino grandparents “are happy to provide for 
their grandchildren” and Latina grandmothers “view custodial caregiving as a normal part of their 
role in the family” (Mendoza et’al, 2018, p. 293). Strong values that promote reciprocity with 
regards to caregiving in the family endure across generations beyond acculturation and are part of 
a cultural orientation called “familismo” (Mendoza et’al 2018). This was true for me growing up 
and now today my own family includes a non-biological daughter of Cuban decent. I did not think 
twice about it. She is familia with beautiful, dark brown, curly, and afro-textured hair. My wife 
and I proudly call her daughter and her two younger brothers and two younger sisters call her 
sister. I believe these are Indigenous based values related to the concept of In Lak’Esch or “you 
are my other me” (Valdez, 1971). These values promoted a sense of belonging in our home. These 
values live on in me and in my household. These are our cultural ways of knowing. I believe it is 
how our ancestors cared for one another. I am honored to carry on these values, just as Abuelo did 
for me, by putting family first (Bermudez & Mancini, 2013).  
*** 
Familia is led by papa-abuelo (great grandfather) and mama-abuela (great grandmother), 
each playing important, leading roles in the familia. But familia also branches out to tios and tias, 
primos and primas, padrinos and madrinas. Familia is related by bloodline, but they can also be 
very close friends from childhood. Digging deeper into my decades old photo album data sources, 
I discovered images of Papa-buelo and Mama-buela in their youth reflecting afro-mestizo history 
through the color of their skin and the texture of their hair. Some Latino/a dialects say órale and I 
say chévere, como los boricuas, and both mean cool. We are taught by all familia at the time of 
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conception through words, actions, and examples, just like our Indigenous ancestors taught 
centuries ago (Brown, 1980), and it never ends because it is carried on, proudly, by a strong sense 
of obligation and responsibility, from one generation to the next, because that is the way it goes. 
Familia never dies: Familia y nuestra historia must be preserved and passed on to our children 
and all of the generations to follow at home, school, y communidad.  
*** 
Familia may arguably be the most important characteristic associated in a Latino household 
(Calzada, Tamis-LeMonda, & Yoshikawa, 2012). Writing this paper has had me constantly 
reflecting on my family—the good and bad and the ups and downs. Each recollection served as a 
reminder that my familia continues growing and remains, even when breakdowns occur, together 
no matter the circumstances. Familia comes first. During my youth, school, neighborhood, food 
and clothing, shelter, transportation, and sports were a few of the areas where familia support could 
be easily spotted.  
What compelled me to start this chapter with familia? Because familia is at the core of my 
existence. Because everything of significance that I have ever been part of or have had any sense 
of success in is rooted in familia. Nothing I have achieved in school was without familia 
involvement. In fact, this dissertation would not be possible without the support of familia and the 
sense of belonging created from the onset. Bronfenbrenner’s (1989) ecological model posits that 
the influence of significant others on the developing individual could have an impact on academic 
achievement in school. Significant others, like familia, are in the best position to support students 
academically. “Scholars have indicated that a familistic orientation, characterized by an emphasis 
on strong emotional ties, respect for, and obedience to the family, is one of the strongest cultural 
values possessed by Latino populations” (Alfaro, Umaña, Bámaca, 2006, p. 280). 
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*** 
Reflecting back on my high school years, Ma was my most significant other because she 
always encouraged me to go to school. I have very strong emotional ties to and a tremendous 
respect for Ma. My eco system, led by Ma, also included extended family members who loved me 
and who were well vested in my life success. Collectively, my familia—my eco system—was 
strong and had an influential impact on my academic success in Detroit.  
“Go to school”, said Ma. These words: Constant. For as far back as I can remember, Ma 
always told us to go to school. She believed in education. During good times and bad times, Ma 
would always find a way to insert, “go to school”, into the conversation.  
 It is impossible for me to know if Ma ever said these words to my older siblings but I do 
know that I heard her echo these words regularly to me and my younger siblings. Why? In 
excavating my familia history through stories, I remembered that Ma re-entered the education 
arena herself right around my middle school years. This timeframe aligns with my recollections of 
Ma’s “go to school”. Ma realized the value of education and took advantage of an educational 
opportunity that was made available to southwest Detroit Latina/o’s that were working in non-
profit community based organizations. Similar opportunities for upscaling and credentialing in the 
Latina/o social services sector in southwest Detroit does not exist today. The outcome of Ma’s 
participation in this program resulted in her earning a master’s degree in social work from Wayne 
State University in the 1970s.    
Ma documenting her educational achievements and our educational milestones was a 
common practice. Ma kept photos and newspaper clippings of the family’s educational 
accomplishments and special events. She did not attend all school functions; but when she did she 
would beam with pride. With the exception of a single school band photo of one of my siblings, I 
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do not recall seeing educational photos or newspaper clippings of my older siblings in family 
artifacts. Therefore, the references that I make about Ma beaming with pride is geared towards my 
siblings that were right around my age. My older siblings left home during their late-teenage years 
and I was too young to know what was going on in our household. I was able to interpret part of 
my family history regarding my older siblings who are all deceased through family stories and 
images and notes written on the back of photos. Of my older siblings, three of my older brothers 
earned general education diplomas (GED) and went right into the U.S. military as older teenagers. 
One of my sisters earned her GED and the oldest of my siblings, Paula Rose, my biological mother, 
never graduated high school. Both of my older sisters bore children as teenagers. My biological 
mother conceived two children by the age of 18, giving both children up for adoption. If my 
assumptions are correct, this might help explain Ma’s emphasis on school to me and my brothers 
and sister, who were the last of the children living at home. Ma and dad raised nine children, five 
of whom were not biological children, and helped raise several other grandchildren in the early 
part of their lives. This brings me back to familia and creating a sense of belonging regardless of 
the circumstances. Of my five older siblings, two were not biological children. From my age down, 
there were four children and three of us were not biological children. We were all within four years 
of age of one another. How could my parents raise four babies and work to provide for the family? 
Virtually every thought would be an assumption but I do recall spending time after school at a 
family members house until Ma came to get me.  
*** 
This is another example of extended familia contributing to the care of children, be it their 
own or that of a family member. In La’Kech: I love, respect, and honor you. I love, respect, and 
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honor me. Gonzales (2015) argues that abuelitas have a central role as teacher in the family. Ma, 
my abuelita, was the leading educator in my household growing up.  
*** 
Sense of responsibility. Community. From time to time Tia Yolanda, although not a blood 
tia, watched me after school until Ma came by to pick me up; as did the Flores family and comadre 
MaEvelyn, who is alive today at the golden age of 86. My brothers, Tata and Hurricane, also 
watched over us at home on many occasions until Ma came home from work. Tata was seven years 
older than me and Hurricane four years older. I am able to ascertain these accounts based on vivid 
memories, photos, and family timelines that I was able to create as part of this writing process.  
Ma and Paula Rose 
 Ma was “Ma” and Paula Rose was my older sister. Margarita Martinez-Cervantes’ (Ma) 
history is mostly unknown to me. I know that she was born in Texas to José and Rose Cervantes, 
and her family tree extends to Guanajuato, Mexico. My family visited Guanajuato, Mexico when 
I was four or five years old. It was the only time I ever went there. I do not remember anything 
about the visit except for a few insignificant moments. Sadly, to this day, I know of no family from 
Ma’s birthplace. I have no records of when Ma came to Michigan but I know that she came early 
in her life because she attended elementary through high school in Detroit, Michigan. Once, while 
dropping off a friend of mine at home on Vinewood Street, Ma told me that she grew up on the 
same block, just south of Michigan Avenue. She grew up right across the street from the Cadillac 
Auto Plant that manufactured Cadillac vehicles. The plant sat between Vinewood Street to the east 
and Scotten Street to the west. I know this geographical area well. Family photo albums include a 
photo of Ma’s high school graduation picture. Ma graduated from Western High School located in 
southwest Detroit in 1944.  
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 Ma was 39 years old when she brought me 
home in the month of December 1964 from 
Deaconess Hospital, which was located on E. 
Jefferson Avenue in Detroit, Michigan. Ma was 
also six months pregnant at the time with my 
younger brother who was born three months later, 
one month after her 40th birthday. Instantly, my 
tio became my brother. I looked nothing like Ma 
or my brother (Figure 3). I was my parents’ 
second nieto (grandchild), the first was conceived 
by Paula Rose and was given up for adoption to a 
family that I never knew nor was ever talked 
about. I was the first nieto of the Martinez household. I never knew why the first grandchild was 
sent away and I never she knew that she existed until my mid-20’s. Back to Ma: Ma was beautiful 
and loving. She was short, a little heavy, and she sported short hair that was always permed. She 
wore lots of hairspray. Ma had a calm disposition about her most of the time but she could get 
angry and go off on a tangent when her temper got the best of her. In retrospect, it is easy to 
understand that being in your mid-40’s and raising four very young children might cause one to 
have a short fuse.  
Ma loved country music and I remember her thoroughly enjoying listening to Freddy 
Fender on the radio in the kitchen. She always seemed to be closely present in my life. I never felt 
her away from me. Ma was a fierce protector. Figure 4 is from 1968 and shows Ma with Too Sweet 
(in diapers), I am in the center, and my younger brother (uncle) is to my right. I do not know and 
Figure 3. Ma and me wearing my Boy’s 
Club member t-shirt in 1973. 
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cannot recall how she expressed her love for others but I felt tremendous love from her always. 
There was never, ever a time when I felt unloved or uncared for. In fact, during my teen years until 
her passing, I would hear my siblings make comments that Ma loved me more. I never thought 
that their comments were true about Ma’s sentiments towards me until the night that she passed 
when she woke after being injected with morphine. The doctor and my siblings surrounded her 
bedside and I was at her feet. Prior to her dose of morphine, the doctor told us that the shot would 
make her appear to be wide awake but that it would only be temporary. Within a minute or two 
later, Ma awoke and asked if she was in heaven. Then, she immediately asked, “where’s John”? 
That’s me. That’s what she called me. At that moment, I felt that there might a little truth about 
my siblings’ sentiments about Ma towards me.    
Ma always struck me as being highly responsible for the household although my father 
always struck me as having the final say on 
things. As one might expect, Ma was crafty 
and she would mesmerize me with her skills 
around the house. For example, her ironing 
skills never ceased to amaze me. She would 
use brown paper bags to put creases in the 
clothes. She would lay the pant leg or shirt 
sleeves on the ironing board, place a nice part 
of the paper bag that she had cut out over the clothes, sprinkle water on the bag, and lay the 
steaming hot iron over the top, stroking the iron back and forth. You could see and hear the steam 
coming from the iron. When all was said and done, the pants and shirts looked like a they could 
stand up on their own. Ma ironed almost everything. I remember when she would iron the curtains 
Figure 4. Ma with her kids in 1968. 
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that covered our windows. Ma would tell me that this is what the Polish people do. When she was 
done with the curtains, we would put them back up and there was not a wrinkle in sight. Often 
times, Ma referenced the Polish when she cleaned. She would make me sweep and wash the front 
and back porches of the house because she said that that is what the Polish people do. My thoughts 
were that Ma admired the Polish people and their work ethic. She must to have thought highly of 
the Polish community and how they kept their homes tidy. Thinking back on the southwest Detroit 
community in the 1970s and part of the 1980s, I remember the Polish community in and around 
the area. St. Hedwig Catholic Church and Our Lady Queen of Angels were surrounded by heavy 
Polish and eastern European populations. St. Andrews Catholic Church and its school in the 
McGraw Street area was heavily populated with Polish residents as well. Another of Ma’s 
impressive skill sets included sewing and she could also sew clothes like no other. Ma could make 
and fix almost anything with a needle and thread. She made clothes for herself and the family but 
I remember her making beautiful clothes for my sister. Ma always wanted my sister looking like 
Shirley Temple. I would go with her to the dime stores and she would buy fabric and clothing 
designs along with all of her other sewing supplies. When we got home, she would clear the table 
and create beautiful articles of clothing. Ma would take the lining out of coats and magically 
readjust the sleeve lengths and she could take our pants and re-set the hems effortlessly. Another 
of Ma’s skills was typing. Her fingers were fast and the sound of the keys being punched were 
musical when she got going. I suspect that she acquired her typing skills from school. It seemed 
like Ma could type an entire document, fast, without ever looking at the typewriter. I was always 
so impressed. Ma typed some of my papers in high school. I would write my paper and Ma would 
transcribe it. Once, I recall a teacher questioning a paper that I had written. Ma had helped 
incorporate images in the paper, which provided a visual aid to the content. I spent time collecting 
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articles and images for the class paper only to have my hard work questioned by the teacher who 
did not believe that it was my work. The teacher gave me D letter grade as a result. Ma followed 
up by meeting with the teacher and advocating on my behalf. Ma took my education seriously.  
More than anything else, Ma was love. She was my rock. I was able to really recognize her 
example when I became a teenager. I learned that Ma was not my biological mother when I was 
thirteen years old. After learning that a woman takes nine months to birth a child and my brother 
was born only three months after me, I immediately recognized how much love Ma had to have 
for me. As a current father of five, I can barely imagine what she went through raising five children, 
from newborn to seven years old, while she was in her late 40’s. Despite my youth, I felt a 
tremendous bond with Ma and I was determined to honor her for all that she had done for me. 
Going to school was about the only thing I could have done for her. During my middle school 
years, things got quite turbulent at home. My father was always working and rarely home because 
he was a small business owner who had to sacrifice providing for his family versus being at home. 
My father’s excessive absence from our home and the vices of the night life made our home much 
more unsettled and a few years later, my father went to prison during my sophomore year of high 
school. From my middle school through high school years, Ma worked to help support the family 
while caring for five children on her own. Ma had little support from my older sisters, who were 
busy living their own lives despite three of us belonging to them as biological children.  
*** 
Where was the rest of the familia? Why wasn’t anyone helping Ma? Did our family unit 
forget our ways? I do not know the answers to these questions but during these difficult times, I 
felt Ma’s faint strength to fight on and I was going to do my part to help Ma—familismo—and I 
was going to go to school. I was willing to do anything else to help her. I became the man of our 
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house with adult-like responsibilities as is common in many Latino extended families (Saenz & 
Ponjuan, 2009). I didn’t know it at the time but I was living a form of In Lak’ech: If I love and 
honor you. I love and honor myself (Valdez, 1971).  
*** 
I watched over my three younger siblings while my older brother Hurricane helped Ma 
with the family business. It is clear to me why my brother ended up earning his GED rather than 
finishing high school in the traditional manner. I cleaned the house and remembered to clean like 
the Polish, just as Ma taught me. We did not have a vacuum cleaner so I used the broom to sweep 
the carpet and floors. Ma taught me to sprinkle water onto the carpet before I swept to keep the 
dust down. Every Sunday, Ma dropped me off at the laundromat and I washed six, large, full bags 
of dirty clothes. I would be in the laundromat for hours washing, drying, and folding clothes. I 
ironed clothes too. I had watched Ma iron clothes so often that it almost came naturally for me 
once I started. In addition to going to school, I was willing to do whatever I had to try and relieve 
the stress Ma was under. I told Ma to transfer me out of the private high school I was attending so 
she would not have that financial burden but she refused. My education was a high priority and 
Ma was determined to not let anything interfere.  
 
Figure 5. My family at my high school graduation. 
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 My younger brother, a biological son to Ma, decided to move away and live with my oldest 
brother in Denver, Colorado and my younger sister left our home to go live with Paula Rose, our 
biological mother. In Figure 5, I am wearing graduation cap with Ma to my immediate right. Paula 
Rose is far right wearing a purple blouse. To my immediate left is papa-abuelo, wearing the brown 
brim hat. The children standing in the front are my younger brothers and two nieces. I never knew 
why my brother left out state but this decision was never discussed in my presence. My younger 
sister never finished her freshman year of high school and conceived her first child at 15 years old. 
This left me, my older brother and younger brother in the house with Ma for several years. Ma 
continued working and running the small family business that my father opened in the 1970s. I 
can vividly remember waking up on many nights, between 1:00 am – 2:00 am, to go with Ma and 
help her close up shop for the night. I considered it my duty; my responsibility. Throughout these 
difficult years—and the immense stress my father put on Ma—she stood by his side. She would 
send me to visit him at the federal penitentiaries in Milan, Michigan and Chicago, Illinois. I was 
always happy to see my father and as my street experiences were increasing, my father’s status as 
an inmate gave me sense of status back home.  
*** 
The sense of status that I am referring to is aligned to the code of the streets, which I loosely 
define as a set of rules governing interpersonal public behavior and respect. Respect is at the core 
of the street code. As a young teenager, I believed that I understood the code of the street and as a 
result of my father’s incarceration, I felt a protective shield around me whenever I left my house. 
Scenarios like mine are all too familiar in communities where there are high rates of poverty and 
unemployment and where educational systems fall short of providing youth with a sense of 
belonging and caring ethic. Outside of Ma, sports, and school, I believed that the only life there 
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was for me was the streets. This sentiment was a direct result of what I saw around me. Family 
members going astray, my homeboys dropping out of school and becoming fathers at ages 15 and 
16, and the older guys on my block who were selling drugs or routinely committing felony crimes.  
 
  
 Figure 6 depicts me (in yellow jacket) with my homeboys at age 15, standing in front of 
La Casa Youth Center on W. Vernor Hwy. There were no less than 24 guys on my block that were 
between 10-15 years of age. This did not include a dozen more from nearby neighborhoods. We 
were a mixture of Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans. Reminiscing back to this period by way 
of photo albums, I see that we all attended elementary and most of middle school together. 
However, I was the only one out of the entire group that went to the local private Catholic high 
school. Although I was fearful of street life and deep down never wanted it, I knew that if I ever 
went down that path, I would have been welcomed because I would be with my homeboys and I 
could handle it because I knew the code of streets. In fact urban Latino youth have high rates of 
exposure to community forms of violence and victimization. According to Kennedy & Ceballo 
(2013), familismo as well as in school and some afterschool community based activities serve as 
protective factors.  
Figure 6. Me and my homeboys at the La Casa Youth Center. 
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I lived in dos mundos (Flores-Gonzalez, 2002), it seems, for most of my teenage years and 
even into college. Fortunately, Ma’s daily presence in my life, her constant words of 
encouragement, and what I knew that she wanted for me in life, prevailed. Her love for me 
outweighed everything else. My school family and my community eco-systems also played huge 
roles in my life, alongside of Ma.  
*** 
Paula Rose 
 Paula Rose was attractive with nice brown skin that turned beautiful shades darker in the 
summer, long brown hair, a pretty mole on her cheek, and she was stunning: My oldest sister—
wait, no!—she was my biological mother. She attended Western High School but dropped out of 
high school when I was born. According to my family, she never graduated high school. I did not 
know much about Paula Rose’s childhood, but she was born in Michigan and spent her early 
childhood in Melvindale, Michigan. Before she was a teenager, the family relocated to the 
Corktown section of Detroit. She was an adorable looking child with thick curly hair. She had 
musical talents and played in school bands. By all accounts, Paula Rose, Ma and dad’s first child, 
lived what seemed to be a perfectly normal childhood. Things had to have changed in her teenage 
years. Paula Rose was a “Stilettoette” gang member and my family lived adjacent to Stiletto Park 
in Corktown. I heard that she was fierce fighter and was always ready to engage. Somewhere 
within that life she was in a relationship with a member of the Stiletto gang. Paula Rose gave birth 
to her first born when she was 16 years old. That daughter, Mary Margaret as I would come to 
learn in my 20’s, was given up for adoption at birth to an unknown family. Two years later, Paula 
Rose brought me into the world. 
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 I remember Paula Rose being a regular presence around the house when I was growing up. 
She had to have been in her early 20’s and I recall her was always being kind to me but not over 
the top kind. By my preteen years, Paula Rose had brought seven more children into the world. Of 
the seven, five of the children had different fathers. She would wind up with nine children in all. I 
was too young to analyze that picture back then but I know that it had an impact on Ma and Dad, 
and all I knew was that I had a lot of cousins. I was still unaware that Paula Rose was my biological 
mother. Of the nine children, one of my sisters, Victoria, left with her father to Mexico very early 
on in her life and my brother Luciano went down south to live with his father’s side of the family. 
My sisters Margaret Mary and Marina were raised by Ma and Dad. My sister Monica was the only 
child of her seven that she kept and raised on her own. Monica passed away in 2004 from cancer 
and another sister JoAnn passed away in 2017. My youngest sibling resides in Detroit.  
 When I learned that Paula Rose had delivered me into the world, I was 13 years old. I was 
not affected by this revelation because I never doubted Ma. Paula Rose was my big sister. That’s 
what I had been raised to believe and that’s the way it stayed. There was never a discussion about 
me or who my parents were and Paula Rose, to her credit, never attempted to tell me otherwise, 
except for one occasion when Ma and dad were arguing and Paula came to the house to intervene. 
Whenever my parents fought, I was frightened and my body would react in abnormal ways. One 
this particular night, Paula Rose pulled me aside and told me that she was my mother and that I 
could leave with her. Hearing these words from her made me cry hysterically and I refused to 
accept her words as truth about being my mother. The fight ended and I never left Ma’s side and 
Paula Rose never made mention of her being my mother again. Paula Rose lived to be 70 years 
old. She joined the ancestors in November 2016 and, despite her tumultuous life, I respected Paula 
Rose. In Lak’ech: I respect you. I respect myself.          
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CHAPTER 5: COMMUNITY AND SCHOOL 
Community 
 Figure 7 is a southwest Detroit community map that highlights my neighborhood, 
community centers, churches, schools, and The Boy’s Club. My community has been strong 
throughout my lifetime. Next to Ma’s love and encouragement, my community has been at my 
side in various ways. I would like to begin this section by describing the support I received from 
women, primarily mothers of my homeboy’s during my youth. I owe these women this 
acknowledgement. Unbeknownst to me at the time, these next few ladies that I write about were 
my first examples of what extended family felt like. I hope in acknowledging them, I show them 
and my community respect.  
 
*** 
Figure 8: Map of my southwest Detroit community 1970 to 1980. 
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First, there was Sandra, my homeboy Mic Love’s mother. Sandra and her husband had 13 
children in total. She was Puerto Rican and a Spanish dominant speaker, although she could speak 
broken English with a very thick accent. I lived across the street from Sandra and her family and 
it seemed like I was at her house daily. Sandra loved to wear jewelry and she kept her house very 
clean. She collected porcelain statues of chickens and roosters and they filled every inch of their 
home. Her couches were always covered in plastic. This helped preserve the life and cleanliness 
of the couches. My parents were godparents to her son Manuel so they were compadres to Sandra 
and José. Sandra and José were religious parents and they were active Catholic church members 
in Corktown. I can remember going to their home during prayer time and having to join them in 
the rosary. I kind of enjoyed being part of their prayer service because of the unity of family. I 
liked the way Sandra and José kept the family bonded and I was thankful and comfortable being 
part of it. One of the big reasons that I liked going to Mic Luv’s house was his mom’s cooking. 
Sandra cooked every day and she cooked well. The smell of fresh sofrito and Puerto Rican arroz 
con habichuelas and chuletas or bistec made my mouth water with excitement. Even though their 
family was huge, Sandra and José never denied me a plate of food. Finding a place to sit was a 
bigger challenge. Their house was very small and had 3 bedrooms. Sandra’s husband José was a 
sharply dressed man. He too had worked in the steel factory for decades to provide for his family. 
José was known to be very active in the Catholic church and he usually led Spanish rosary services 
at funerals. When Ma passed away in 1990, compadre or compai José, como los boricuas, led the 
rosary at her funeral.  
 Aside from Dios te bendiga’s y comida, Sandra made me feel loved. She smiled whenever 
we saw each other and I loved giving her a hug and kiss on the cheek to go along with my 
bendicion. I think that Sandra knew of my family story and I believe that she sympathized with 
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me. When Sandra passed away from complications of diabetes, I vividly remember her children 
telling me how much she loved me. Sandra treated me like a second mom and created a warm 
sense of belonging during my youth and I am eternally thankful. Her love and dedication to family 
served as an example to me. 
 JuJu was my homeboy and Josie was his mother. Josie was Puerto Rican and she spoke 
broken English with a very thick accent. Josie was beautiful and her smile was radiant. I remember 
Josie singing in the house all the time and she would try singing the rhythm and blues music that 
me and JuJu listened to. Hearing her sing made me laugh and brought joy to my heart. Josie and 
Larry were married and had three children. Josie and Maria, were JuJu’s beautiful dark skinned 
sisters. JuJu was a handsome, light-skinned Afro-Puerto Rican, and very tall for his age. His stature 
always made him appear much older than he was. I loved going to Josie’s house and spending time 
there. My Ma loved JuJu very much. I spent the night at JuJu’s house on many occasions and he 
spent the night at my house too. Josie and Larry did not have many material possessions but their 
home was open to me and I was always made to feel welcomed. Josie called me gordo in an 
affectionate way and I enjoyed greeting her with a hug and bendicion every time I saw her. Larry 
was medically retired and enjoyed keeping his whistle wet. Josie worked as a school aid in one of 
the local Detroit public schools that I also attended from grades 3-5 and they lived next door to the 
Teamsters Union Hall in the north section of Corktown. Walking with JuJu around the Teamsters 
Hall was cool because there would big black Lincoln Continentals and Cadillac vehicles 
surrounding the buildings on Trumbull. Their home was also very close to the pedestrian bridge 
leading to Tiger Stadium where the Detroit Tigers and Detroit Lions played their home games. 
Josie and Larry showed me love and kindness. Whatever they had, they shared with me. They were 
great familia examples.  
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 MaEvelyn and Pedro were compadres to my parents. My parents were godparents to one 
of their sons. MaEvelyn and Pedro were Puerto Rican and spoke English with thick accents. They 
married in Puerto Rico and moved to Michigan in 1953. They lived in the heart of Corktown and 
were very active practicing Catholics like Sandra and José. Pedro originally came to Michigan as 
a farm worker. Years later, he obtained work in the steel factory and worked there for more than 
25 years alongside of my dad. At some point during his years at the steel factory he set out to open 
a grocery store. While laboring at the steel factory, he worked overtime trying to open a grocery 
store. After several attempts in business, he opened a bodega named the Borinquen Market in 
Corktown. They had nine children in what seemed to be consecutive order, and I remember their 
house always being filled with people. I grew up attending school with their children. The child 
that my parents were godparents to, was in my grade. Like me, José Alberto attended the same 
private Catholic junior high and high school that I attended, and we graduated together. After high 
school, we enrolled at the same college and were roommates throughout our undergrad years. With 
the exception of a few years at the elementary level, we went to school together for all of our lives.  
 More than any of the other families that I grew up with, MaEvelyn and Pedro’s family 
connectedness with the Catholic church and their faith in God was unwavering. What I recall most 
is that they led their family according to Catholic church. In my eyes, my parents did the same—
at least during my early years—and the church was a centerpiece. The church also served other 
important roles for families such as helping families with food and clothing, jobs, and housing all 
while deepening their faith in Catholicism. For as long as I can remember, you could not have a 
conversation with MaEvelyn without there being spiritual references and bible verses included. 
MaEvelyn is the only remaining parent alive today. As time has passed and spiritual growth has 
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evolved leading to changes that no longer include Catholicism, MaEvelyn’s conversations remain 
the same at the age of 86 years old. 
*** 
 Looking back at these three stories, I see consistent patterns of familia where the mothers 
and grandmothers play leading roles in their households (Gonzales, 2015). Raising the children, 
feeding them, and keeping the home intact while teaching about the importance of faith are 
constant themes. These stories also demonstrate how these ladies embraced my blended family 
and my identity within that construct. They protected me and my story: In Lak’ech. Never did they 
discuss my specific birth origins. Instead, by welcoming me and loving me, they went a step 
further, creating what I call a new exponential community. By exponential community, I mean a 
multiplied effect of what a community might typically offer in terms of support and caring. 
 Just like second Ma communities, I want to begin this next phase of “Community” using a 
more expansive perspective. Community is not just the street you live on or the neighborhood you 
live in. For me, community goes way beyond this. It includes family and loved ones. It includes 
people and groups, organizations, churches, teams, and schools. Community means places that 
make you feel welcome, where you feel that you belong, and where authentic care exists 
(DeNicolo, Yu, Crowley, & Gabel, 2017). Sandra, Josie, and MaEvelyn are important to me. I 
believe they served as protective factors against a tough life on the streets. Their love towards me, 
like that of Ma, was always heartfelt. I was reassured when they were in my presence. I know they 
loved me. They made me feel safe. They gave me confidence. They energized me. Just as I realized 
what Ma meant to me the day I learned that she was not my biological mother, I feel very similar 
emotions towards Sandra, Josie, and MaEvelyn. Their examples are powerful. As I flash through 
memories of my life, I marvel at the women that I have been blessed to have in my life. Why am 
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I so fortunate? There are many women who have played critical roles in my life but the most 
significant women in my life seem to be those who placed familia above all else. Everyone is 
entitled to their views on such issues, I am just sharing my perspective. There is not right or wrong 
on this. 
 Using my personal memories and photo albums as my guide, I have tried to demonstrate 
how Ma, Sandra, Josie, and MaEvelyn all influenced me. In the same way, I believe that women 
and more specifically, Latina women, have helped shape my Detroit Latina/o community. As I 
walk with my readers through my journeys, I do not seek permission to share my narrative. I am 
simply one Detroit Latino male sharing my personal perspectives based on life experiences in the 
community. I believe that it is warranted given the lack of voice of the Detroit Latina/o community. 
By looking introspectively, I remember my experiences about the women that I have worked with 
in my adult life. I also reflect about the women that I did not work with but watched from afar. I 
believe that women have carried my southwest Detroit community. Just as our female ancestors 
carried their communities, Detroit’s Latina women have played pivotal roles in advocating for and 
advancing our community. They are strong and determined. Their work ethic is very impressive, 
especially considering the responsibilities they have outside of work: Schools, businesses, non-
profit organizations, churches, politics, and public safety are a few of the areas in the community 
that come to mind. One will find strong Latina women in each of these sectors. Some may be better 
known or have greater name recognition than others; regardless of the title they carry, the roles 
they play and the contributions they make in their respective workplaces are important. Many more 
of their contributions are unknown. Detroit Latina/o women are not written about and our schools 
do not educate our children about their contributions. Our Latina women’s history and their role 
in shaping our community has been involuntarily silenced. This will change one day – Si se puede!   
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*** 
I was very fortunate to have had Latina women in my life. They were teachers of life. They 
were role models. They were loving and caring. Ma, Sandra, Josie, and MaEvelyn showed me 
love. All of the ladies had large families (Josie had three) and still found it within themselves to 
muster up more love for an outsider that they accepted as their own. I am eternally grateful to these 
ladies. Unknowing to me at the time, I believe that their presence in my life was crucial for the life 
success that I enjoy to this day. Rooted in love, they laid the basic but crucial foundational support 
that all children need for a healthy life. Compadre within the Latino culture is highly valued. 
Compadre is the equivalent of having a second mother and father. In the traditional Latino 
community, compadre comes into being when parents ask another married couple to be their 
child’s madrina and padrino (godparents) at baptism. Parents that ask another set of parents to be 
a madrina and padrino is a sign of tremendous respect and admiration. Once the baptism is 
completed in the church, usually a Catholic church, the parents, madrina and padrino become 
compadres and that title never goes away. Compadres are very close to another and are prepared 
to become the parent to their ahijado (godson) if the natural parent should experience death. 
Compadre is a term of endearment. Parents greet and refer to one another as comadre or compadre 
as a prefix to the first name and children grow up referring to their godparent as madrina and 
padrino. Becoming padrinos meant becoming family. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why 
Sandra and MaEvelyn treated me so well. But, like Josie, I believe that all three ladies became part 
of my life showing me love and kindness because it was part of traditions passed down.  
Corktown Community 
 The Corktown community was an amazing place to grow up. Houses were small, although 
the house I grew up in was larger in comparison to others. At a time before I was born, Corktown 
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was known as an Irish enclave. The name Corktown derives from Cork County in Ireland. Over 
time the name stayed the same but the ethnic composition changed and when I grew up there, there 
were Maltese and Latina/o’s throughout. Corktown’s basic geographic parameters are Sixth Street 
to the east; Michigan Avenue to the north; Fort Street to the south; and, 15th Street to the east. The 
Michigan Central Train Station is located in Corktown and there is a United States Postal 
Warehouse located a block away. Up until the 2000 Major League Baseball season, Tiger Stadium 
was home to the Detroit Tigers Major League Baseball Club, located in Corktown. Most Holy 
Trinity and St. Boniface Catholic Churches were in the  community and Most Holy Trinity and St. 
Vincent Catholic Schools were located on opposite ends of the quaintly designed community. 
Small mom and pop businesses lined Michigan Avenue during my youth. One of these small 
businesses was the Puerto Rican owned Borinquen Market. There was one other Puerto Rican 
owned bodega and the Trumbull Market owned by a neighborhood Maltese family. There were 
also larger commercial businesses in the community as well. There was a Firestone auto shop 
located on Michigan Avenue near 12th Street, now known as Rosa Parks Boulevard and the 
National Football League Detroit Lions office headquarters was also located in Corktown. In all 
there was a wide variety of businesses, large and small, scattered throughout.  
During my adolescent years, the Corktown community started experiencing decline. I 
needed to look no further than my own street. The housing stock was already aged and families 
did not have the financial resources to maintain them. I recall many of the houses on my street 
being in poor condition. My own house had major pluming problems that resulted in me and my 
brother’s using pales to remove water from the bathtub. This problem lasted years. Our unfinished 
attic floor was never secured and if you did not walk carefully on the two by fours, you would fall 
through the floor. Ma once fell partially through the attic floor while she was storing boxes. From 
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the main floor in the house, you could look up and see Ma’s leg dangling. My father had to rush 
home and pull her out. The back part of my house was believed to have been an addition to the 
house before my parents bought the home. As the years passed, the back part of the house was 
noticeably slanted because the addition was not installed correctly. Despite these conditions, it was 
home and we made it work.  
Family conditions were another of type decline that I felt. Even though I was younger, I 
was old enough to start seeing problems with individuals and families on my block. During the 
summer months, fans attending Detroit Tiger baseball games at Tiger Stadium parked their cars 
all around my neighborhood. It was a regular occasion to see the older friends from my block 
breaking into vehicles and stealing car radios. These breaking and entering auto crimes were quite 
routine. Stealing cars and stealing tires off of cars was a common occurrence. There was an outdoor 
basketball court directly across the street from my house. This court attracted guys from all parts 
of Detroit who would come and play on the blacktop. It also attracted mariJoséa and alcohol on a 
regular basis. My exposure to these situations was part of my development of my street knowledge 
and were examples of how I learned the code of streets. You learn early how to see no evil and 
speak no evil. It seemed to me that the older the children in the neighborhood became, the more 
deviant their behaviors became. On one hot summer day in the early 1970s, I remember a narcotics 
drug raid on one of the Mexican-American houses, just a few doors away from my house. I was 
riding my bike in the street when the raid started and chaos broke out. The family that lived in the 
home was large and the youngest of the children was at least five years older than I was. The 
daughters of the family were in the street screaming at the agents who seemed to be destroying the 
inside of the home looking for drugs. The raid seemed to have lasted for hours but I truly had no 
idea how long it lasted for but I vividly remember seeing two of the older brothers that lived in the 
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house, at least 10 years older than me, being escorted out of the house in handcuffs. I learned years 
later that a group of older Latino males living on my block were involved in trafficking narcotics 
and five of them went to prison after being convicted of charges stemming from the raid.   
*** 
 What I am attempting to describe is the two worlds I was living in (Flores-Gonzalez, 2002). 
One on hand, I had strong women showing me love and a sense of belonging. On the other hand, 
outside of Ma and the women mentioned, I was exposed to grey spaces where deviant behavior 
and acts of survival and street status was a way of life (Cruz-Santiago & Ramirez Garcia, 2011). 
Although I was young, the powerful positive influences from Ma and the other women of influence 
allowed me to overcome the lure of the streets. Under-researched is how abuelitas or female elders 
serve as protective factors for urban youth struggling between dos mundos. This is why this story, 
at that time, for this purpose, matters. 
 As I reflect back on the experiences in my neighborhood, I would not change a minute of 
it. We were close knit. There were at least two dozen boys, all within a 10-year age difference, 
that lived on my block alone. There were girls on my block, seven to be exact, that were within 
the same age range as myself, but the girls rarely played with the boys. As youth, we played with 
each other and fought with each other. We rode bikes together and played outdoor sports with 
each other. We were creative too. Making un-motorized go-carts that we would race down the 
Bagley bridge and building bicycles are enjoyable memories. As we got older, our interests 
expanded and I enjoyed breakdancing and helping my older brother and other older guys in the 
neighborhood work on cars. Sports was my top priority and I worked on improving my skills, for 
hours and hours, daily.  
*** 
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 Like any neighborhood, mine had many shortcomings. I never fully understood the quality 
of housing that we lived in. The houses in Corktown were older and families did not have the 
financial wherewithal to invest in them (Cruz-Santiago & Ramirez Garcia, 2011). It helped that 
the men of the households were handy and not afraid of trying to fix whatever the problems may 
have been but in my home, my father did patch jobs at best. Our housing infrastructure was in dire 
need of upgrades. We could not lock our doors but we did not worry about break-ins. Our roof was 
in horrible condition and I remember praying to God to not bring rain because I knew that me and 
my brothers would be in and out of the attic, walking carefully along the two by fours so that we 
did not fall through the floor, dumping buckets of collected rainfall out of the windows throughout 
the day and night. There were many times when the buckets were not positioned correctly in the 
attic or were overfilled with water that would leak through the attic floor and into various parts of 
the house. Pluming was another major problem in our household. I recall our bathtub never 
draining properly. Whenever the bathtub or shower was used, water would sit and would not drain. 
So, whomever of us was next in line to bathe, had to use a bucket to drain the water from the 
bathtub into the toilet. Although the housing stock and infrastructure were in need of desperate 
repair, my neighborhood was resilient and everyone found ways to continue going forward. On a 
social level, my neighborhood was enjoyable. Having the outdoor basketball court, a small pocket 
park, and empty fields gave us space to run and play. None of the families seemed to have more 
than another so I do not ever recall being envious of others.        
 From my own lens, Most Holy Trinity Catholic Church was the anchor of the Corktown 
community. The Church never wavered. It was the sole source of stability and it did not abandon 
anyone. I make these claims based on the stories that were passed down to me by family and that 
have travelled through my history in the community. I attended Most Holy Trinity Catholic Church 
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on many occasions but St. Boniface Catholic Church on Vermont Street was my primary church 
home because it was closer to walk to. My older brother Hurricane was an altar boy at St. Boniface. 
JuJu, Mic Luv, and his five brothers also served as altar boys at the church. I recall me and my 
brothers going to church every Sunday and after mass, we would hop the wall that separated the 
church from White Castle. Ma would give me and my brothers change to buy something at White 
Castle and I always looked forward to their .25 cent hamburgers with extra onions, mustard and 
ketchup after church services ended. We would eat our food on top of the wall, then make our way 
home for the day. Everyone from the neighborhood seemed to be Catholic and I used to think that 
it was great that I could switch church locations anytime I wanted. Just outside of Corktown to the 
west was St. Anne Church. The southwest Detroit community had many Catholic churches. Holy 
Redeemer, St. Gabriel, St. Stephens, Our Lady Queen of Angels, All Saints, St. Andrews, and St. 
Hedwig were all Catholic churches that I knew existed in the area. I did not attend church services 
at any locations outside of Corktown and St. Anne’s. Many of the families that I grew up could 
lean on the church for any type of support. I remember feeling loved by the church. The priests 
and nuns were always there for us. They joined us in our homes and across the community. I felt 
that they were genuinely committed to me and my family well-being.  
Since I attended Catholic schools from 6th grade thru high school graduation, I feel as 
though I benefited tremendously from the church. I can still feel the calmness and sense of security 
that I always felt the church provided me. When I got to high school, I took notice of the Catholic 
parish priests who seemed to be moved around non-stop. I did not know if my observations were 
accurate but that is how I felt. Even then, everything was fine wherever the church was present. I 
held the nuns in the highest regard. I believe that was a result of my feelings toward women (Ma, 
Sandra, Josie, and MaEvelyn). It may also be a result of my strong sentiments that I carried toward 
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the Latina women from Detroit’s Latino/a community. The nuns were never moved around like 
the priests. Nuns were the moms of the Catholic church. They stayed with us for a lifetime (Figure 
8). 
 
Figure 9. IHM nuns from Holy Redeemer schools. 
*** 
 My neighborhood and my broader community provided me with genuine care. I see these 
organizations as providing a form of In Lak’ech: If I do harm to you and I destroy you, I do harm 
to myself, I destroy myself. The Catholic church maintained strong relationships with residents of 
the community and, in alignment with DeNicolo et al. (2017), there was a feeling of cariño 
conscientizado (critical conscious and authentic care).  
*** 
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The Boy’s Club 
 The Bloomer Building Boy’s Club (Club) was located on Livernois Avenue just south of 
Michigan Avenue. Figure 9 is a newspaper clipping with me (pictured right) and several other 
members raising the bicentennial flag. The Club was a sports and extra-curricular after school 
venue serving hundreds of males of different ethnic backgrounds that compromised southwest 
Detroit. The Club was a very large brick building that boasted a library, woodshop, gym, 
swimming pool, wrestling-boxing room, locker and shower room, canteen, large game room areas, 
stage for performances, dedicated game rooms for older teens, and a large outdoor space for 
Figure 10. Me at the Boy's Club raising the bicentennial flag in 1976. 
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baseball, football, basketball, and a variety of other games and activities. The Club seemed to have 
it all. I do not know what the membership requirements were, that was something that Ma took 
care of, but I do remember that you had to be at least six years old to join. Fall and winter hours 
of operations were Tuesday thru Friday, from 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and Saturdays, from 10:00 
a.m. thru 6:00 p.m. The Club was closed on Sundays and Mondays. Summer time hours also 
varied. My three of my brothers and I became members right around the same time, Smilk Dudes 
and I were age six and Hurricane was 10 years old. My youngest brother Turo joined the Club a 
few years later. The staff at the Club were male and they ranged in ages. There was a female staff 
member in the main office – Ms. Edna. The staff was also racially diverse. Most of the staff were 
White but there were African-Americans. During my years at the Club, I recall one staff member 
of Mexican-American decent and one Asian staff member that ran the woodshop.  
 The Club facilities were very nice. All of the amenities were housed in a single building 
under one roof. I remember every part of the building being clean, never dirty or unkempt. Club 
rules were strict and if you broke the rules there would be consequences such as a suspension from 
recreational privileges or sporting events. Some of the more serious offenses such as fighting or 
stealing would result in suspension and possible expulsion. I never knew of anyone being expelled 
from the Club but from time to time, I knew of members being suspended and members receiving 
temporary revocations of privileges for unruly behavior that might include using vulgarity or in 
today’s term - bullying. Overall, the Club was well organized and managed. The staff were trained 
and demonstrated a high degree of responsibility. There were daily schedules of events that were 
followed and I never witnessed verbal or physical altercations between staff and Club members. 
On the contrary, in my opinion, Club staff and members had good relationships. For me, I felt a 
strong sense of caring and a sense of belonging at the Club. 
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 The Boy’s Club was a hodgepodge of younger and older youth of African-American, 
White, and Latino decent. African-American membership made up the majority of the Club’s 
population. I joined the Club at age six and I would remain an active member of the Club through 
age 13, right up to starting high school. I feel as though I spent five days a week at the Club for 
eight straight years. My brothers and I would get out of school at 3:00 p.m. and we would rush 
home for our ride to the Club where we would spend the rest of the day until we were picked up 
at 9:00 p.m. by my father. Thinking back on those years, I realize the sense of relief that Ma must 
to have felt having us being physically active in a safe, secure, and well run after school venue. I 
wanted to be at the Club every day. I looked forward to playing sports and being with my friends 
and the thought of missing a day at the Club horrified me. To be a young child spending significant 
time away from home most weekday evenings might sound curious but I never regretted a minute 
of time I spent at the Club.   
A short time after joining the Boy’s Club, I settled in and made friends with my African-
American peers rather easily. I enjoyed many great friendships with African-American youth from 
age six through 13 years of age. And, like me, virtually every one of my friends loved sports. We 
all excelled in sports at different degrees. Some of us were fast and others had strength. Some had 
height and others had game I.Q. I recall us supporting and complimenting each other on and off 
the court. One of my special memories involved a few of the older Club members taking me under 
their wings and helping me refine my basketball skills. Why they took me under their wings is 
beyond me. They certainly did not have to give me any attention but I was happy they did because 
not only did I improve my game, I strengthened my friendships and grew affectionate for the 
African-American community. I grew up idolizing the older guys at the Club and I tried imitating 
them as much as possible. I wanted to be with them all of the time. 
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 Figure 10 is an image of Coach Goldsmith who served as a teacher and athletic director at 
Western International High School. The letters in the image pays tribute to Coach Goldsmith for 
the impact he had on so many student athletes. He coached several athletes that I considered to be 
my role models from my early years at The Boy’s Club. There were a few extra special friendships 
made during my years at the Club. Chump was one of them. Chump was tall, skinny, and very 
dark complexion. He was teased a lot because of his teeth, ears, and appearance. Chump was poor 
and it showed in his appearance. I was friends with Chump and I chalked up the treatment that he 
received from others as typical youth stuff that happens from time to time. I had already learned 
that when a person could not take being harassed any longer, you had to physically fight back. 
This was the rule. It was part of street code. My parents loved Chump and when either of them 
came to pick me up from the Club in the evening, Chump would catch a ride home with us. If we 
Figure 11. My role models from the Boy’s Club. 
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stopped someplace along our ride home to grab a bite, Chump was going to eat too. Chump loved 
my parents. Later, when Chump learned of Ma’s passing, he came to my house and we cried 
together.  
*** 
 What makes my reference to African-American friends important? This time period 
brought me relief from street life in my neighborhood. I found happiness at the Club. I found 
structure at the Club and mentorship from the older African-American males that became very 
influential people in my life. The influence of strong role models in a highly structured and safe 
environment is a protective factor for urban Latino youth (Kennedy & Ceballo, 2013). My sense 
of belonging expanded beyond my Latina/o community. I was transcending racial lines and 
establishing sincere Black and brown relationships during a time period when Detroit race issues 
were still brewing. In my experience, In Lak’ech worked across cultural communities: I honor and 
respect you, I honor and respect myself. I shared commonalities with my Club friends through 
sports and in my daily interactions with my African-American friends, I learned that Ma and dad 
cared deeply for Chump just as they cared for me.  
*** 
While my years at the Boy’s Club were filled with great memories, school and being a 
good student was not something I recall being emphasized. The Club had a library but I vaguely 
recall using it for school related purposes and participation in the activities offered at the Club did 
not have an academic component attached. There was not a Club-school relationship. Academics 
was not something that I remember being discussed by staff to members. Soft-social skills and 
athletic development is how I would best describe what I acquired over the years at the Club.   
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As time passed and we got a little older, my relationships with my African-American peers 
grew stronger and stronger. I also started learning more about my friends’ lives outside of the Club. 
Most of these friends lived along Buchanan Street while others lived in McGraw area of southwest 
Detroit. Buchanan Street ran from Livernois to the west to 14th Street to the east. The neighborhood 
was predominately African-American and there were several schools in the area. Two of the 
schools were private and three of the schools were part of the Detroit Public Schools. All of my 
friends in this area attended Detroit Public Schools. By age 10, I was aware of emerging gangs in 
the McGraw and Buchanan neighborhoods and I knew some of the older guys from the Club that 
were gang members. One of these older guys who was part of the area gang was shot as a teenager 
and left paralyzed. He never walked again.  
*** 
 The lure of the streets was a pattern of my urban Detroit experience that knew no 
boundaries (Cruz-Santiago & Ramirez Garcia, 2011). I was reminded that even in being a safe and 
structured caring environment at the Club, that right outside its doors, anything could happen. As 
I got older, I was able to draw from my Club interactions and relationships with my African-
American peers to realize the asset and transferability of these social skills into my adult personal 
and professional life.  
Baseball 
My continuous involvement in sports would eventually lead to me the Kronk Cubs, Little 
Caesars, and Detroit Yankees baseball organizations. The Kronk Cubs baseball organization 
operated in the Buchanan Street area on Junction and McGraw. I was invited to try out for the team 
after being seen playing baseball at the Boy’s Club. I played part of a summer with the Cubs and 
I enjoyed it immensely. I felt a degree of self-confidence with my new team and it did not matter 
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that I was the only non-Black player on the team. It helped that I knew some of the guys on the 
team from the Club. I also felt a greater sense of self-confidence because I was now part of the 
Kronk Recreation Center, a City of Detroit recreation center that was becoming famous for 
producing world class professional boxing talents. My Kronk Cub teammates would eventually go 
on to play high school baseball at Chadsey High School, Northwestern High School, Southwestern 
High School, and Western High School – All Detroit 
Public Schools. Since baseball was played during the 
summer months, for me, there was never a direct link to 
my schooling but like the Club experiences, I knew that 
a caring sentiment existed, I felt it and the skills and 
mind-set that I acquired from my coaches through sports 
carried over into my schooling, which again, Ma always 
reinforced.  
The Kronk field playing conditions were not 
anything to boast about. The fields were very basic and there were no amenities such as bathrooms 
and water fountains and shade trees were scarce. None of that mattered once practice and games 
started. All we wanted to do was play. Soon after my Kronk season ended, I moved on to the Little 
Caesars baseball team and played 12U little league. Figure 11 is an image of me with my Little 
Caesars baseball teammates in 1975. I am the third person from the right at the Kronk baseball 
fields. Little did I know that the Kronk Cubs baseball team was on the verge of extinction because 
of the lack of financial support and it quickly folded into the Little Caesars baseball program. My 
new team was lots of fun and we continued playing on the Kronk baseball fields. I knew most of 
my teammates and was able to make more new friends. My father was always working but I 
Figure 12. Little Caesars baseball 
team in 1975. 
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remember Ma always transporting me back and forth to practices and games. Ma would sit in the 
car for my entire game and always seemed to admire my coaches because she always talked highly 
about them. She made comments about their commitment to youth and the examples that they set 
for us. I agreed with Ma. Mr. Williams, Mr. James, Mr. Moore, Mr. Foote, and Mr. Crosby were 
fine men and positive role models. Being the only non-African-American player on our team with 
African-American coaches never fazed me because race and ethnicity was not a topic of 
conversation. I was part of the team. The team was part of my exponential family. I belonged. As 
far as I was concerned, I felt that my coaches cared for me and looked out for me as much as any 
other influential adults that I had in my life up to that point.    
I eventually finished my little league baseball career with the Detroit Yankee baseball 
organization. Like all of the previous years in little league sports, me and my brothers were the 
only non-African-American players on the team and like my previous experiences, that did not 
matter. The Boy’s Club and Yankee baseball team had tremendous impacts in my life. My 
participation in athletics up that point instilled a sense of intrinsic motivation and confidence that 
made me believe that I was more than capable of success in athletics. At the time, I did not realize 
that my sports mindset would transfer over into all aspects of my life. Just as I idolized the older 
guys at the Boy’s Club who had taken me under their wings, the Yankee baseball team gave me 
the same sensation. It started with the coaches. Our Yankee team practiced at Weber Middle 
School on Beachwood and Tireman Street. The field was made up of dirt and compacted, tiny 
pebbles. I did not know it at the time but the backstop was nothing more than a large square wired 
fence. There was no water fountain, no dugouts, and no shade. Yet, my coaches were there every 
day helping us learn the game and improve our skills. Field conditions did not matter. The Detroit 
Yankee’s little league baseball team was a big name in the 1970s and being part of it made me feel 
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pride. The team organization was so popular that they had teams competing from ages 10 and 
under to 16 years. This was unprecedented at the time. I do not recall knowing of any little league 
baseball organizations in Detroit that had this level of participation. We played games across the 
City of Detroit and we played out-of-state on occasion traveling to Tennessee and Alabama. My 
two years with the Yankee baseball team taught me very important lessons along the way. My 
biggest lesson learned was that nothing was given and that I had to earn playing time. This aligned 
with the life lessons that I learned at home, in my neighborhood and at school. Since our team was 
talented, earning playing time was very difficult. Sitting on the bench in the hot sun, without water 
or shade, was not fun but Ma never let me quit anything that I started. Whatever I started, I had to 
finish. I was frustrated with my lack of playing time but I never quit and did not make excuses for 
why I was not playing. 
*** 
The outcomes of my two-year experience with the Detroit Yankees resulted in two 
significant revelations. First, athletics taught me resilience. It taught me grit. To persevere through 
challenges. These personality traits were acquired through athletics and channeled mentally in my 
approach towards school. They also reinforced Ma’s constant message to me about going to 
school. Second, I discerned that there were good hearted, caring people beyond Ma and school that 
were genuinely interested in my success in life. My African-American coaches and my African-
American teammates. In Lak’ech: You are my other me. They welcomed a stranger of sorts and I 
felt a sense of belonging immediately upon my arrival. My coaches created a baseball organization 
with a grand vision for Detroit youth that today spans more than four decades.  Kennedy & Ceballo 
(2013) found that afterschool community-based athletics programs do not always serve as 
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protective factors (the reasons are complex) but I am glad that in my case they did. Thank you 
Charlie Moore.  
*** 
Community Anchor Institutions 
 There were many anchor institutions in Corktown and southwest Detroit in the 1970s and 
1980s that I benefited from. Casa Maria was a non-profit community center that served youth from 
the neighborhood. I did not spend a lot of time at Casa Maria because I attended the Boy’s Club 
but it was an important outlet for youth in the Corktown community. Many youth living in the 
immediate community frequented the center. Family photos reveal my older siblings having spent 
much more time at Casa Maria during the 1960s. La Casa was another community center serving 
youth from the community. It was similar to Casa Maria in terms of its programming and served 
youth in the Clark Park area of southwest Detroit. La Casa was located in a very small building on 
W. Vernor Hwy. I spent one summer of high school at La Casa as a member of its boxing team. 
This was a short lived memory because constant break-ins and theft as well as a lack of funding 
resulted in the boxing team losing much of its equipment. Years later, La Casa would eventually 
merge with another community non-profit and become known as Latino Family Services (LFS) 
located on W. Fort Street. Latin Americans for Social and Economic Development (La-Sed) was 
another important community anchor providing assistance, stability and advocacy for Detroit’s 
Latina/o children, youth, and families. Established in 1969 following the Detroit riots, La-Sed has 
long been recognized as the oldest and largest Latina/o family service agency in southwest Detroit. 
As a high school teenager, I worked at La-Sed during the summer cleaning up Clark Park and 
learning how to do small, home construction projects for senior citizens in the community. When 
we went out to senior homes, we would be assigned to an older staff member from the organization 
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who would teach us how to do the work. Fixing porches, putting up handrails, installing doors and 
hardware were some of the jobs that I recall having a hand in. I enjoyed the work and it was always 
nice to see the happy faces of senior citizens after the repairs were complete. It was also nice 
having a summer job offered by the City of Detroit but the jobs were short term and ended when 
the summer season came to a close. Some of my favorite memories of La-Sed was its seniors and 
its senior citizen program. I always felt a sense of joy when I saw the senior citizens in the Center. 
I recognized many of them through different ties in the southwest Detroit community. I appreciated 
knowing that the seniors were cared for.    
Casa Maria, La Casa, and La-Sed community organizations all played important roles for 
Detroit’s Latina/o youth and families. These organizations, like the Catholic church and Boy’s 
Club, helped provide stability. I felt that they were all staffed with caring individuals who had 
cultural awareness and sensitivity. There were strong relationships between the organizations and 
the people they served. I believe that strong community organizations contribute to the vitality of 
the neighborhood. In underrepresented communities, there are greater socio-economic needs that 
have to be addressed and community organizations are where families turned to for guidance and 
support.  
*** 
 For me, community anchor institutions were critical in my neighborhood. DeNicolo et al. 
(2017) posit that they are anchors to a community reinforcing culturally competent relationships 
and creating caring environments for people in need. A genuine sense of belonging existed and 
there were positive mentor-youth relationships at these spaces.   
School 
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I entered high school in the fall of 1978. I was 13 years old and I was small for my age. On 
the first day of school I got sick because I was nervous. The school felt huge and was unlike 
anything I experienced at the elementary or junior high school levels. There were roughly six 
hundred students in grades 9-12 and many of my teachers were nuns but I also had regular teachers 
too. Within a few months of starting school, I started to feel good about my new high school. I had 
friends from junior high that enrolled at my school but there were many new faces that came from 
surrounding junior high schools that I had never met before. My high school had a fair amount of 
ethnic diversity among the student population. There were many Latina/o students and there was 
an equal percentage of Caucasian students as well. There was a smaller but sizeable African-
American student body and we also had a small number of Pilipino students. I recall the student 
body getting along well with one another throughout my four years of study.  
I attribute the positive school climate to the school’s Catholic faith, the Redemptorist 
Priests, and the Immaculate Heart of Mary Sisters (IHM’s). They instilled a strong sense of 
discipline and I believe that many of the students came from good homes where families wanted 
to see their children receive a good education. The fact that the school was private could easily 
lead one to assume that families had more financial resources available and placed a higher value 
on education and that may have been the case for many but I was also aware of friends who 
received financial assistance and/or who were placed on tuition payment plans. Regardless of 
family financial circumstances, the school supported the student and family, it seemed to me. I 
never once heard of a student being denied enrollment because of finances.  
* * * 
 When I contextualize my memories in relationship to the literature, I realize that entering 
high school represents an important new phase of life for a student. High school buildings are 
much larger than elementary and middle school buildings and there are usually more students 
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enrolled. Freshman students entering high school look like middle-schoolers while upper classmen 
look like adults even though they are all just a few years apart in age. High school is far different 
than anything that most students have ever experienced along their educational journey. Classes 
are geared toward college prep; career interests and high school graduation requirements and 
students have greater independence. Meeting the cognitive, emotional and social needs of students 
of diverse backgrounds is challenging. For Latina/o students, where their school performance and 
graduation rates lag behind their White counterparts, the challenges can feel daunting. In order for 
Latina/o students to effectively navigate high school, earn good grades, graduate, and be in position 
for post-secondary acceptance, support from all levels of the school is essential. Every member of 
the school staff is in position to impact its students and it is imperative for the school leader to set 
the stage within the school. Establishing a student-centered learning community where all decision 
making is aimed at benefiting the student should serve as a guiding principle for everyone. In high 
poverty communities, low educational attainment levels are evident and families face a vast array 
of social and economic variables that interfere with their child’s ability to focus on school. In many 
Latina/o households, familismo can place children in vulnerable positions of having to choose 
between family obligations and schooling (Rotherman and Phinney, 1987; Santiago-Rivera et. al., 
2002e). As a result, school becomes a competing priority and academic achievement may be 
unrealized.  School administrators, faculty and staff need to understand poverty and its impacts on 
learning while having appropriate staff, classroom and school-wide strategies and programs in 
place to assist students and their families living in these circumstances.     
The freshman year of high school is important and is viewed as a strong indicator of future 
high school success. Students who perform well in their freshman year of high school are more 
likely to graduate versus freshman students who earn poor grades. My first year of high school 
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was a positive experience. I was an average student and earned average grades. I made school 
friends, was elected to student class government as a class representative, and played basketball. I 
quickly realized that staying at school, for as long as possible, was best because it was safe and 
fun. School protected me from the streets. Although I never considered myself an outgoing person 
I was kind and respectful towards others, regardless of their circumstances, because these traits 
were part of my life lessons that I always remembered and tried practicing. I think that these traits 
made it easier for others to make friends with me because I was easy to approach. Playing a sport 
also opened me up to new friendships with males and female students alike. Some of my upper 
classmen friends on the basketball team had their driver’s license and would carry me around with 
them to school dances and sporting events at other schools. School dances served as another great 
venue as part of my first-year of high school. I loved going to school dances and they seemed to 
happen frequently. Going to friend’s houses were eye-opening experiences as well and I enjoyed 
their living conditions very much. Whenever I visited friend’s houses, I took notice of everything 
inside such as their washer and dryer, microwave ovens, and nice furniture. These observations 
made me feel inferior but I suppressed my feelings so no one was aware of my inferiority and I 
would tell myself that one day, I would have a similar living arrangement for Ma. While I 
thoroughly enjoyed being around school friends, I never invited any of them to visit my home 
because I felt embarrassed that my home was not as nice. Aside from this, overall, these were 
amazing experiences for me and contributed immensely to my sense of belonging. (Battistich, 
Solomon, Watson, & Schaps, 1997) posited that a sense of community correlates to vast array of 
meaningful outcomes for students such as motivation, improved social skills, and achievement 
Battistich et al. (1997).  
*** 
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From an academic standpoint, my first year classes were challenging but manageable. My 
Catholic school environment demanded order and good behavior at all times. Our school principal 
was a nun and we had a mixture of regular teachers and nuns. Growing up in a Catholic home and 
attending Catholic schools for junior high and high school was positive. I always felt a strong sense 
of caring within the confines of the Catholic church and its schools. When I reflect on it, the church 
and Latina/o cultural practices from our Indigenous ancestors seemed to go hand in hand. Bien 
educado and bien preparado were taught at home and at school and I believe they continue to this 
day, not just in Catholic schools but in schools that are led by individuals who are compassionate 
and caring. According to Bryk and Drsicoll (1988), Catholic schools value social responsibility 
and an ethic of caring which help explain why there might be a stronger sense of community. In 
hindsight, I realize that I never learned how to study. I did not fail any classes but I recall not 
having too much homework and I rarely, if ever, read. For me, reading was limited to the sports 
sections of the Detroit Free Press and Detroit News that I would get from the newspaper stand 
outside of Duly’s Coney Island across street from the school. Back then, I could not describe what 
I was learning in the classroom but I could tell you the starting lineups and player statistics of the 
National Basketball Association, Major League Baseball, and the National Football League sports 
teams. I read the sports sections of both major newspapers from front to back on a regular basis.  
There is a plethora of research on teacher-student relationships. Quality teacher-student 
relationships are associated with students’ social functioning, behavior, classroom engagement, 
and academic achievement. My high school teacher-student relationships were positive as was the 
school climate. Teachers always gave me the impression that they genuinely cared. The school 
was always clean, safe, and orderly. School support systems such as counselors were available 
when needed and extra-curricular programs were plentiful. Classrooms were large enough for 
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students to learn without feeling cramped and learning materials such as books and supplemental 
supplies were always available. 
My second year of high school was very similar to my first year. I remained and was 
satisfied being an average student. As long as I was academically eligible to play basketball, I was 
fine. Besides, Ma always reminded to go to school so I knew that I was pleasing her, which was 
very important to me. I kept making friends and kept finding ways to stay around school because 
it was still a nice get-a-way from my emotional home life. The Redemptorists and IHMs were 
always present and the school was fun. Each new school year, some teachers left and new teachers 
arrived but caring teacher-student relationships never disappeared when staff changes occurred. 
The friends that I made freshman year returned for sophomore year and our bonds grew stronger. 
I felt a strong sense of belonging and caring all around. Outside of school, my relationships with 
my homeboys grew stronger as well. When school was not in session and basketball season was 
over, this is when I found the most time to spend with my homeboys. 
 One day in my sophomore year of high school, after getting off of the DDOT bus, which 
I rode to and from school every day for four years, I was walking home when my brother 
approached me to tell me that things were not good at home. I remember asking him what was the 
matter and he told me that I would find out when I got inside. When I walked inside of my house, 
I could hear Ma crying hysterically. I quickly found her and asked her what was wrong and she 
told me that they took my father away: My father went away to prison. Dad was gone, my sister 
ran away from home, my older brother was helping Ma but was also in the streets, my younger 
brothers were present but were too young to understand, and Ma was devastated. Dad would 
remain incarcerated for the remainder of my high school years and I returned to school the next 
day where things were business as usual. I did not and I do not think that Ma ever told the school 
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about my dad’s imprisonment. What happened in the streets or at home was frequently not talked 
about publically (Kennedy & Ceballo, 2013). It was just the way it was.  
Me and three of my brothers now lived with Ma 
and after Dad went away, Ma was forced to run the daily 
operations of Dad’s bar business. Every night at around 
1:00 a.m., I would get up and get dressed to go with Ma 
to help her close the bar down at 2:00 a.m. This would 
become a nightly ritual for me and Ma throughout the rest 
of high school. I did not mind this routine because Ma 
meant everything to me and it was the least I could do to 
help her. Recognizing the strain on Ma’s face day after 
day, I offered to transfer to the local Detroit Public School 
high school in the area because I thought it would lighten 
the financial stress that my family always seemed to live under. Ma would not have it and said I 
continue my schooling where I was. However, one of my younger brother’s left home and moved 
out state with another older brother. This left me, my older brother, and younger brother with Ma 
for the next three years. Junior year of high school continued just as the first two years. School 
was still fun and I was still an average student. I continued to excel at basketball for my grade level 
and making Ma happy by going to school was easy. Figure 12 is a 1981 high school playoff game 
at the University of Detroit Calihan Hall.   
 The school environment was safe and fun and I developed positive relationships with 
teachers and strengthened friendships. Academically, I was not becoming a better student and I 
still did not read outside of class. During my junior year, I started thinking about colleges that I 
Figure 13. Holy Redeemer basketball 
game in 1981. 
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would be interested in attending for basketball purposes only. My life plans were to play 
professional basketball and I never thought about any other type of career. 
*** 
 Looking back on my mindset during this time of life, it is comical to think that I was going 
to use sports as a way to improve my family’s conditions. Based on experiences, there are many 
young athletes that think this way. This mindset also demonstrates the level of confidence that I 
gained through my years of athletic participation. It showed the powerful impacts of my identity 
and sense of personal achievement. DeMeulenaere (2010) argues that high school sports can lead 
to higher grades, less delinquency, lower drop-out rates and higher college-going rates. Though 
my grades were not the best, my involvement in sports reinforced Ma’s messages about going to 
school because I learned that athletics and academics went hand in hand, thus the term scholar-
athlete. At the same time, the older guys that I admired from the Club had received athletic 
scholarships and were competing at the collegiate level. This realization reinforced my desire to 
attend college after high school graduation.  
*** 
In the neighborhood, I started noticing changes in friends. Me and my homeboys were 
getting older, several of them became fathers at 16 years old, almost all of them dropped out school, 
and I was learning more about street life. Also, being around the bar scene on weekends where I 
would clean, mop, and stock coolers also exposed me to more street experiences. I felt as though 
I could describe more about the streets than I could about colleges and careers at this time of my 
life. I still felt like I was living in two worlds but I am thankful that my homeboys never pressured 
me into doing anything that I did not want to be part of. In my opinion, the lack of pressure from 
my homeboys was very significant because it allowed me to continue finding opportunities to hang 
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around school after the regular school day ended which in turn provided me with positive outlets. 
Playing basketball after school took up a major portion of my free time and helping Ma around the 
house at the end of each day was a nice way to end most of my days. 
Senior year of high school came quickly. Dad had been away for a while but I was fortunate 
to have been able to go visit him regularly. Despite his circumstances and its negative effects on 
the family, I loved my dad and only viewed him through a positive lens. My older brother was still 
helping Ma and living his life and my youngest brother was now a freshman in high school himself. 
I was the only child to attend the local private school. I surmise that her decision to send my brother 
to the public school was strictly based on financial resources and that she could not afford sending 
both of us to a private school. My last year of high school was probably my most enjoyable because 
I felt like everything I had envisioned, as limited as it really was, played out in the way I had hoped 
for. I was exceling at basketball and I was a solid average student earning average grades. I 
continued having positive relationships with my teachers and I had friends all around me. During 
senior year, I was elected as a class officer and was selected by my peers for the Homecoming 
Court. I really felt like everything was going my way and Ma was happy to see me doing it all. At 
the same time, I had very little clue about life after high school and was still naïve believing that I 
was going to be a professional basketball player. In May of my senior year, right before we were 
scheduled to graduate, I was called down to hear a college presentation from Siena Heights College 
(now University). I was aware of Siena Heights College because several of my role models from 
the Club were attending Siena Heights and playing basketball for the College. To my joy and 
amazement, I was admitted to Siena Heights College on the spot although I knew nothing about 
the college process. All I could think about was playing basketball at the college level with my 
role model. I remember going home and telling Ma the good news and she was excited because all 
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she wanted me to do was to go to school. I ended up graduating high school in June 1982 and a 
few months later, I was moving into my dormitory at Siena Heights College. I had achieved 
academic success.                    
*** 
Why is my Detroit Latino Story Unique? 
 This autoethnography is unique in the sense that it focuses in on my experience as a Detroit 
Latino male and how family, community, and school were protective factors that created a sense 
of belonging, all of which contributed to my academic success. As a Detroit Latino male, my 
experience is part of a vibrant Detroit community that has received limited or negative attention in 
the scholarly research. It is my hope that the findings this paper creates pathways for more 
scholarship on the Detroit Latino community showing the ways in which Detroiters are resilient 
and strong. This study is a way for our presence to be recognized and our voice to be heard. 
My story of academic success and the evolution of my sense of belonging was developed 
alongside parallel but separate existences of my mother and father. My mother grew along a 
continuum of love, education, professional achievement, and community support. She did this 
while maintaining her role as Ma to her family. My father grew along the continuum of love and 
sense of responsibility for family through legitimate and illegitimate hustling, hard work, and a 
different type of education from social networks. The constant theme that I was exposed to along 
both parallel tracks of my parents was love. While I witnessed each path play out in front of me 
by my protagonist parents, I grew and was conditioned to understand each of the separate paths of 
being, there were dos mundos. During my formative years, I saw Ma’s evolution and her eventual 
formal education that positioned her for a professional career and new ways of thinking, 
consequently influencing my interaction with her and deepening our conversations.  I was learning 
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as she was learning. I saw the joy this new education inspired and the renewed sense of possibility 
with the new outlook Ma had on life.  I wanted to see her happy so I began to adopt similar 
philosophies on the importance of education.  
My father’s pathway on the other hand was also rooted in love as he was motivated to 
provide for his family. The demand of having nine kids at home required that he earn money to 
support the growing needs of the family. His love for his children was evident and I always 
recognized that my father’s absence from the family was due to him being at work to support us. 
Separate from my mom’s pathway, my dad ran in social networks which were dominated by the 
social scene at his business. Such environments often bring patrons that do not always choose 
legitimate or legal ways of earning a living. So, by default his frame of survival and social 
relationships developed into one that led him on the course with two separate stints in the 
penitentiary. I loved my dad and despite this, I saw the consequences associated with the pathway 
and social networks he surrounded himself with. Perhaps, this is related to the complexity found 
in the Kennedy and Ceballos (2012) study where community-based after school activities did not 
always serve as a protect factor for urban youth due in large part to the negative influences of 
social networks that can be present. This makes me believe that parents have to select activities 
wisely to reduce the pull of the streets.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 Stories are important. They should not be silenced. They are not just for the privileged. 
They are for everyone. According to Michael Dyson (2007), bringing stories into consciousness 
can lead to our constructive maps of reality and make stories powerful. When stories are told 
parallels are identified between existing scholarship and stories we own. We can learn a great deal 
from stories. When we tell our stories, we can write brave new beginnings. We can re-write 
narratives. We can write to record what others have erased. Our stories preserve our history.  
My story has been difficult to write because I am uncomfortable writing about myself and 
sharing my story publicly. Writing about oneself does not mean that the work is narcissistic 
(Löwenheim, 2010). Nonetheless, throughout this writing experience, I have been embarrassed 
constantly referring to myself because doing so defies humility. According to Olmeda (2003), 
Latina/o parents emphasize instilling values of humility. Talking excessively about yourself is 
considered narcissistic rather than humble. This autoethnography is not about self-indulgence. It’s 
about countering the deficit stories that portray Detroiters negatively. It’s a story of resilience and 
love; a story dedicated to the family, community and schools in my life that worked together across 
cultural communities to ensure my success.   
 When this journey began, I learned that there was very little scholarship about Detroit 
Latina/o students’ and their academic success. This realization gave me the determination to stick 
with it and rise above my feelings of discomfort. My story needs to be told because I know there 
are thousands of Detroit Latina/o school children who struggle through many of the same 
challenges I have and the scholarly community needs to know how significant all three domains 
of family, community and school are in helping our children achieve academic success. For too 
long, many Detroit Latina/o school-aged children have fallen through the cracks because schools 
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did not recognize the community’s cultural strengths nor the complex ways families help each 
other survive. There is a deep need for after-school and community programming such as the arts 
and athletics. Year after year our voices have been ignored, but we are resilient and we fight on. 
In keeping with my Indigenous history, I know I have a responsibility to tell my story to the current 
and future youth of my beautiful city, so they see community and cultural strength (DeNicolo et 
al., 2017).  
 In Lak’ech: An ancient Mesoamerican philosophy. Luis Valdez (1971) wrote this Mayan 
inspired poem titled Pensamiento Serpentino - Tú eres mi orto yo. You are my other me. Si te hago 
daño a ti; If I do harm to you; Me hago daño a mi mismo; I do harm to myself. Si te amo y respeto; 
If I love and respect you: Me amo y respeto yo; I love and respect myself. The same can be said of 
our city, our neighborhoods, our school and our children. The philosophy runs deep in Latina/o 
Detroit. My memories span decades of economic divestment and urban decay, friends and family 
who were lost to the struggle, to the streets. There is a lot of potential “disaster stories” (Tuck, 
2009) I could write about that portray men and women of color as victims or perpetrators but 
instead I choose to write narratives of triumph and resilience. I choose to focus on the stories that 
get never get told, on the heroes and heroines who worked with less and yet gave it all.     
 There are many untold school stories that need to be excavated within the Detroit Latina/o 
community. There are Detroit scholars like Dr. Sandra Gonzales (2009, 2011, 2014a, 2014b, 2015, 
2016) who are doing the work now and I want to contribute. I strongly believe that mining 
southwest Detroit Latina/o education stories and bringing them to life is important because it 
honors and pays respect to our ancestors. It creates opportunities to connect the past and present 
to the future (Gonzales, 2009). Used properly, our stories can awaken our school children and help 
them realize their potential. They can bring much needed awareness to school administrators, 
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faculty and staff that can then be used to shape policies that aid in greater school success for Detroit 
Latina/o students. On a larger administrative level, our stories can become an integral part of 
school curriculum in a culturally relevant manner that allows Detroit Latina/o school children to 
see themselves in a positive light and dispel negative stereotypes long associated with our 
community. In fact, I advocate for more southwest Detroit education stories to help improve school 
outcomes so we can better understand the complexity of experiences from our urban Detroit 
students.  
 I understand that my story is not the rule and that my personal narrative has its limitations. 
As I shared earlier in this paper, this is one story. It is my story. As a Detroit Latino male with a 
Catholic schooling experience. From the onset, unlike other research methodologies, I did not set 
out to prove anyone right or wrong. I stand firm and hold my head high because this study and its 
contents represent a unique urban Latino experience; a life in which love, caring, and a sense of 
belonging served as protective factors across three domains of home, school, and community. 
When reflecting back, I realize how consistency across these domains has made all of the 
difference in my life. I also must pause and ask what happens for those who only experience love, 
caring and sense of belonging in one of these domains? What happens to those who receive love 
from home but must struggle through a community or school with a decaying infrastructure or lack 
of resources or burned-out staff, mentors or teachers? What happens to youth who receive love 
from school but go home to an empty house or who have no home to go back to and no community 
resources to fall back on? My study cannot answer these questions but I offer them up for future 
research.  
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Themes in My Research 
 As part of my findings, I reviewed and identified what I believe are consistent themes 
that run throughout this study. The themes include: familia/family; amor/love; Ma; school and 
education; sports and athletics; community - that I broadly define as family, neighborhood, 
school; sports; and anchor institutions such as churches, youth centers, and recreation centers. 
Taken together, my findings reveal that these elements worked together to provide a protective 
shield against the negative influences of the streets. I was constantly surrounded by a sense of 
community that cared for me and made me feel a strong sense of belonging. In my story, my 
community worked in tandem with each other as if all of the various parts knew that they had to 
work together and support me as a vulnerable child. For much of my youth, I had a predictable 
daily schedule that included being in a very structured, strictly managed, disciplined setting that I 
enjoyed immensely. Scholars argue that this discipline and strong structure can mitigate negative 
influences and inspire success (DeMeulenaere, 2010; Kennedy and Ceballo, 2013;). Ma was my 
constant source of structure at home. She showed me love both in words and in action. She never 
allowed me to quit anything that I started. If you start, you finished. Recognizing her sacrifices, I 
accepted responsibilities at home that included watching over my three younger siblings who 
were slightly younger than me. I cleaned the house and washed everyone’s clothes regularly. 
Household chores helped me develop grit and I believe that it started my strong work ethic. I felt 
that giving Ma a helping hand helped reduce her level of worries and that I was showing her and 
reciprocating my love and appreciation, which is common in Latina/o culture. This is called 
familismo, when youth take on adult roles in order to help their family (Saenz & PonJosé, 2009). 
According to Kennedy and Ceballo (2013), familismo can be a protective factor against the 
negative influences of the streets.   
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My home life taught me to fight through adversity and my parents were my examples. 
Giving of one’s self to someone else or to causes that one believes in, that makes the spaces 
around you better is another lesson that my parents taught me through their actions. Many of the 
values I learned are traditional in Latina/o culture (Calzada et al., 2013). We were taught to share 
and to be humble. I know that these traits were passed down from my ancestors and I try to make 
sure that these traits exist in my home today. I insist that my children are raised understanding 
the high value that I place on service to others (Brown, 1980). 
 Love is another continuous theme intertwined in my story. It started at home and it started 
at birth when my parents brought me home from the hospital. Reviewing my family timeline, I 
was able to make assumptions on my household composition. At the time that my parents brought 
me home, they had a three teenagers, one adolescent, and one pre-kindergartner. Of this group of 
six, three were adopted including myself. And, Ma was six months pregnant herself. Love is the 
strongest word and the only word to describe my parent’s decision to raise me and my other 
siblings that were not biological children. I do not know how I could classify my parents making 
this kind of commitment any other way. This personal reflection was only recently realized during 
the course of this study and it has elevated my love for my parents. This revelation is complex as 
a finding and may not ever be fully unraveled. It is another opportunity for future research. To try 
and conclude that love is the only remedy for success would be insufficient.  
I was also the beneficiary of love that extended beyond my immediate family. I received 
an abundance of love from second parents like Sandra and José, Josie, and MaEvelyn and Pedro. 
They, like my parents, were also raising large families but still showed me love whenever I was 
present. They showed me affection with their words and acts of kindness. Their examples were 
evident and in relation to Indigenous values of kinship. In’Lakech: A way of life. A way of loving 
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and being loved. Caring and being cared for. We have many mothers – biological mother, 
grandmother, godmother, tias, neighbors, mother earth. Nurturing a belief that if we care for our 
community, the community will take care of us (Gonzales, 2015).    
My neighborhood showed me love. Even though there were problems associated with 
poverty, drugs, and crime, I was never pressured by my homeboys to get involved in anything that 
I choose not to do. Being able to recognize this gave me relief because deep down, I was afraid of 
the thought of doing something dangerous or illegal. I believe that my homeboys viewed me as an 
athlete who went to school and preferred sport and school over the streets. Strangely, to do this 
day, I always felt that they were proud of me for “doing good”. I think they viewed me as one of 
them, a homeboy, but with a different outlook on life. Different goals and aspirations, which was 
okay by them because I always strived to be humble and show my love towards them. I never 
looked down on them and never talked down to them. In line with Indigenous ways me and 
homeboy’s each had our inner “lucha”, our inner war, we respected each other’s struggles and 
supported each other without judgment (Batz, 2017). 
The Catholic churches and schools were another source of love. The nuns and priests 
served as a source of strength for me and supported my family when we needed it. Even though I 
felt that they were wrong on occasion, I believed that they cared for me through their faith. In 
school, they were described as “mean” but in a good way if that makes any sense. I felt that the 
nuns and priests always had my best interests at heart but their strictness also created conflicts, 
which they never seemed to back away from. Now I know how this strict structure and discipline 
protected me in school and out, and I am grateful.   
My earliest recollection of this strictness leading to a problematic outcome was in my early 
school years at Most Holy Trinity in Corktown, when my classroom teacher, a nun, did not allow 
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me to use the restroom. I remember putting my head down on desk and wetting myself. My father 
was called to school to pick me up and he did not hold back. I do not recall his words towards the 
nun but it was definitely unforgiving and non-Christian as he carried me out of the building. After 
that school incident, my father removed me from the school and I attended Detroit Public Schools 
for the remainder of my elementary school years. Despite this unfortunate experience, I never 
detached myself from the nuns or Catholicism. On the contrary, I appreciated them because they 
were consistent and always seemed to be present in the neighborhood. For me, this offered a sense 
of stability and consistency of Christian messaging rooted in goodness. This had a positive impact 
on me as it reinforced messages of doing good and service to others. These were messages that I 
was also receiving from home. In addition, I appreciated that the nuns, by way of the Catholic 
church, took the time to know my family and through the church, they helped us obtain resources 
that we needed such as food and clothing. I always appreciated those acts of kindness.  
The Catholic churches were magnificently designed. The aesthetics and amount of detail, 
inside and outside of the churches were amazing. I felt a tremendous sense of comfort in the Lord’s 
house. It was commonplace to see neighborhood families at church services and this reinforced a 
good, loving community context for me. There were three Catholic churches within walking 
distance from my house and I thought it was great that I could at any time decide which church I 
wanted to attend. The only difference between the three churches were the parishioners so any of 
my decisions to attend a different church service on a particular Sunday was based on who I wanted 
to see.     
Southwest Detroit youth organizations were yet another set of venues where I felt a loving, 
caring, and sense of belonging sensation. Casa Maria, La-Casa, La-Sed, and Latino Mental Health 
were community based non-profit organizations that served Latina/o youth and families during my 
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youth. Although my time at these Centers were limited, they provided a positive outlet for youth 
to meet up at, feel safe and protected, and structured. Youth counselors, mainly residents from the 
community as I recall, in these community Centers instilled and reinforced the positive messages 
I was receiving from home and the Catholic church. My stories reminded of how language and 
food was a natural part of the environment, which contributed to my sense of belonging.  
The Boy’s Club was the largest and most diverse recreational outlet in southwest Detroit 
in my youth. Of all of the community Centers, the Club was my favorite because it had the most 
to offer and met my primary athletic interests. It was very well run and organized. Rules were 
consistent as were daily routines. Members had behavioral responsibilities that were fair. In many 
ways, the Club rules mirrored home rules, unwritten neighborhood rules, and church rules. The 
Club also provided a strong sense of caring and belonging for me and it was done without Latina/o 
staff. For me, athletics added additional levels of responsibilities because I wanted to excel in 
sports and becoming a professional athlete was my dream. Practically every guy that I was around 
at the Club shared my dream of becoming a professional athlete. I listened to the older guys at the 
Club and mimicked their behavior. The athletic competition level at the Club was high caliber in 
my opinion and there were several Detroit high schools in the vicinity of the Club that had very 
strong reputations for sports that I knew Club members would be attending as they prepared to 
enter high school. Many of the older members were already in high school and came to the Club 
to refine their skills and improve their game. I was very fortunate that the older guys welcomed 
me and taught me ways to improve my skills. I came to idolize some of these older guys, all of 
whom were African-American. The Club was ethnically and racially diverse and I felt fortunate to 
be included.         
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There is a good amount of research on Latina/o student academic achievement (e.g., 
Bermudez, 1994; Conchas, 2006; Scribner, 1999). However, most of the scholarship focuses on 
states and cities that have large Latina/o populations. Unfortunately, very little has been focused 
on Detroit. Despite the small size of Detroit’s Latina/o community, its school enrollment numbers 
are significant (Data Driven Detroit, 2010) and the more education and understanding 
administrators and teachers have about Detroit’s Latina/o students and community, the better 
positioned schools will be to help Latina/o students realize their full potential. Looking back at my 
experiences as a student, I recognize the importance of strong school-family-community 
relationships and the positive impact it had on me as a Detroit Latino male. I do not know how my 
academic outcome would have turned out if any part of this triangulation did not exist. What I do 
believe is that I did benefit because it existed. Since my high school graduation, I have witnessed 
a steady disinvestment in community based youth and family centers. Youth after-school athletic 
outlets are almost non-existent and often times, they start and disappear because of the lack of 
funding. The Boy’s Club for example was brought by a church and closed more than a decade ago. 
Another community staple, La-Sed, has two buildings, one of them, a youth center, that offers 
scarce programming. The ramifications of this disinvestment prevents youth from socializing 
educationally and athletically. It also prevents parents from socializing with one another and from 
accessing important family resources that they are eligible to receive. I believe that limited 
community spaces where people can expand their social networks prevents families from 
connecting with each other, networking, resource-building, and locating opportunities that can 
assist with their economic mobility. Additionally, the ramifications of not having access to 
community based centers may even contribute to the growing health disparities of minority 
communities. I draw on my own experience as a school administrator to note that when 
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disinvestment occurs, community anchor institutions such as schools, are forced to absorb 
additional responsibilities that were once historically distributed between the trifecta of family-
community-school. Disinvestment in the community can amplify the systemic inequities in 
communities. This leads to school failure, urban blight, suburban flight, and fuels investment 
opportunities for gentrification, which I believe is happening in the southwest Detroit Latina/o 
community currently. 
In my opinion, the Catholic church also disinvested in the southwest Detroit Latina/o 
community. The biggest example of their disinvestment were its schools and churches. The 
Archdiocese of Detroit, which runs the Catholic school system, closed many of its schools in 
Detroit by the mid-1990s. In southwest Detroit, the most notable was Holy Redeemer High School, 
my alma mater, which closed its doors in 2005. Up to the point of its closure, Holy Redeemer High 
School had been open for more than a century. I remember when the school closed. I was angry 
because I felt betrayed by the Catholic church. As an alumnus, I had been part of an alumni 
committee that worked to raise funds to improve the school facilities infrastructure. We raised 
funds and in-kind contributions and the facilities were dramatically improved. In what seemed like 
a few years later, the high school was closed. The state of Michigan also disinvested in the 
community when it moved to shut down two of its major public high schools and several more 
elementary and middle schools in southwest Detroit. 
In my adult years, Southwest Detroit’s Latina/o community experienced major 
disinvestment by way of community youth and family center closures, church closings and 
mergers, recreational closing such as the Boy’s Club and the Western Y.M.C.A, and DPS closings. 
The overall impact of this disinvestment and its effects on school aged children in the community 
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requires further study. For me during my years as a student, these institutions contributed to my 
personal and academic success and sense of belonging.    
Me and my homeboys, me and my nuclear family and my community family, and me and 
my school family had space to develop and strengthen our relationships. This led to greater trust 
and confidence building and blurred lines of inequality amongst us. We were able to practice In 
La’kech: You are my other me, in our relationships with each other. Our bonds transcended social 
and economic standing. As I reflect on this, I know that my current position in life is a direct result 
of my collective experiences and I feel that I am honoring my ancestors with my discovery of self 
(Gonzales, 2017). My story is unique and fills gaps in the current literature because the voice of a 
Detroit Latino male has never been told. My story goes a step further in that I hope it resonates 
with Detroit Latina/o students, parents, and community so that they recognize that their family and 
community has cultural strength that is Indigenous in origin and they can apply this strength to 
their lives.  
 Further evidence of my autoethnography’s uniqueness is my transition and continuum from 
student-consumer to that of a school leader and educator and finally, a community leader who 
seeks to collaborate with political and social networks to leverage all of the resources possible for 
his students in order to position them for academic success. Additional analysis reveals distinct 
patterns of familismo in the continuum of Ma, dad and myself, and even in my youth when I 
described myself navigating dos mundos, my dual way of belonging, as a “homeboy” and school 
administrator, is represented today.  
*** 
 Why haven’t you kicked Sergio out of school Martinez? I am determined to help him and 
I won’t quit on him. Sergio comes to school high and he skips school regularly. Everyone sees it. 
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He is suspended regularly. It feels like a weekly routine. I will not quit trying. I want him to 
graduate. Another year goes by and Sergio is behind in credits for graduation. We have to keep 
trying. He has to graduate. There is something good in him—I know it—In Lak’Ech. Sergio is 
suspended again for coming to school high. I meet with his step-father as he refers to himself. I 
know his step-father. He was a former student of mine back in 1991. Sergio’s step-father knows 
that I know what time it is – dos mundos. He tells his step-son that he needs to listen to me. Me 
and Sergio develop a good relationship – sense of belonging. He listens to me but the minute he 
walks away from me, he finds himself in trouble again. I rely on all of my life’s experiences in an 
effort to figure out how to best get him on the right path. I never pry into Sergio’s private world 
when we talk – street code. All I do is encourage him. He asks me for a ride home. I tell him that 
I used to like a girl that lived in the house that he now lives in – trifecta. Sergio smiles. I place him 
in credit recovery and he slowly but surely catches up on his credits and graduates after four very 
difficult years. I see his mom and step-father again a year ago at his sister’s graduation. I ask how 
Sergio is. They said that he is doing great. He is a manager at a fast food restaurant in Mid-Town 
Detroit. He loves his job and he is happy. I tell Sergio’s parents that I am going to call in a very 
large order, then I will call back 10 minutes later to cancel the order. They say I should do it. We 
laugh together, hug and say goodbye.    
Study Background Closing the Circle 
 This study examined the ways that family, community, and school impacted my academic 
results through high school. Family is defined as my immediate parents and siblings but family 
also extends to my homeboys, their parents, compadres, community centers, recreation centers, 
and coaches. Community is defined as my immediate neighborhood, the youth organizations and 
recreation center in southwest Detroit, and the little league baseball teams that I was part of. My 
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school is defined as my urban Catholic high school, its staff, and my successful graduation from 
high school. My story is concentrated in its entirety in Detroit, Michigan. Detroit is a large urban 
center located in the Midwest region of the U.S. Southwest Detroit is an ethnically and racially 
diverse section of the city and is home to the state’s largest single concentration of Latina/o 
residents. I know that a sense of belonging in my family, in my community, and at school positively 
impacted my academic success, but how? And, how are Indigenous ways of knowing and a sense 
of belonging connected? These are the questions that this study sought to answer. 
 To explore these questions, I excavated data from personal memories, newspaper clippings, 
school yearbooks, and family albums. Deep reflection dating back to my youth jarred many 
memories that I had not given much thought to for decades. The memories of family, community, 
and school resurrected emotions that I thought were buried long ago but they also brought forth 
new meaning, new understanding, and a greater appreciation towards everyone that were part of 
journey. Seeing Ma and her smile, her short hair, and age surrounded by her children in family 
photos reminded me of her love for family. Photos of my great-grandparents raised new questions 
about my ancestry. This experience has me yearning for new knowledge about my Indigenous 
heritage. Family artifacts allowed me to spend time revisiting Corktown and my neighborhood, its 
diversity and important institutions like the Catholic church that played very important roles in my 
life.  
In Lak’ech  
Through this study, I learned about In Lak’ech and I know that this Mayan wisdom has 
sustained me my entire life. In Lak’ech has been a powerful force through family, community, and 
school for me and served as my protective shield. Luis Valdez (2012) wrote this In Lak’ech Mayan 
inspired poem:  
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“Tú eres mi orto yo: You are my other me. Si te hago daño a ti; If I do harm to you; Me 
hago daño a mi mismo; I do harm to myself. Si te amo y respeto; If I love and respect you: Me 
amo y respeto yo; I love and respect myself” (p. 19). 
 Ma and dad showed me In Lak’ech at the time of my birth. They brought me home and 
raised me as their son. They were my first and most significant protectors. Through their example 
of raising nine children, five of who were not their biological children, they taught me 
unconditional love and that children are sacred (Gonzales, 2015). Within the Latina/o community, 
familismo, runs parallel to In Lak’ech. Familismo is a Latina/o core cultural value that involves a 
commitment and loyalty to the nuclear and extended family (Calzada, Tamis-LeMonda, and 
Yoshikawa, 2013). Familismo is very much alive in my household today. In my experience, 
familismo also included a sense of belonging. I lived In Lak’ech with Ma and dad but I know that 
I also experienced it with homeboy’s parents - Amelia and Juan, Carmen and Julio, and MaJulia 
and Damaso. Like my ancestors, I cherish my family and I feel a sense of excitement for family 
that I have yet to meet. In Lak’ech. If I honor and care for you, I honor and care for myself.  
 My homeboys were another important source of In Lak’ech and familismo. We were there 
for each other. We supported each other. They did not pressure me to follow their lead, yet I felt 
that I could always count on them being there for me when needed. And, I always did my best to 
support my homeboy’s. Although we all took different paths as we got older, we remained close 
and to this day as much older men, me and my homeboy’s show respeto towards each other and 
our families because familia is lives on. In Lak’ech – Tu  eres mi otro yo. You are my other me. 
 Detroit. Corktown. Southwest Detroit. My neighborhood and community was there for me 
just as I believe I was there for them. In Lak’ech – If I honor you, I honor myself. Looking back, 
I realize that my community gave to me, even if it lacked resources and did not have much to offer. 
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My community offered me cariño and taught me bien educado. In Lak’ech – If I love and respect 
you, I love and respect myself. Sports, churches, businesses, and recreational centers and the 
people running them had major impacts on me and my development. They showed me that they 
cared and they created a sense of belonging. My neighborhood and community reminded me that 
Indigenous ways are not limited to certain races or ethnicities. In Lak’ech transcends racial and 
ethnic lines. This Indigenous concept has significant meaning for our community today and should 
be intentionally and strategically explored across all Detroit schools.  
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APPENDIX 
Terminology  
Abuelo/Abuela – Grandfather/Grandmother 
Ahijado - Godchild 
Amor - Love 
Arroz - Rice 
Belonging – Made to feel welcome 
Bendición – Blessing. A common expression of respect for elders for Puerto Ricans 
Bien Educado – Someone raised to be well mannered. Raised to be respectful 
Bistec - Steak 
Bodega – Puerto Rican party store 
Cariño – Loving. Coming from the heart 
Charter Schools – Public schools. Not part of a traditional public school system 
Chévere – Cool. An expression within the Puerto Rican community 
Chuleta – Pork chop 
Comadre – A female godparent 
Community – Broadly defined to include family, friends, loved ones, organizations 
Como los Boricuas – Like the Puerto Ricans 
Compadre/Compai – Male godparent 
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Compadres – Male and female godparents 
Confianza – Trust and confidence 
Corktown – A Detroit neighborhood  
Detroit Public Schools Community District (DPSCD) – The name of the traditional public school 
in Detroit 
 
Dicho – A saying 
Dios te Bendiga – God Bless You 
Dos Mundos – Two worlds 
Educational Achievement Authority (EAA) – An alternative public school district created by the 
Governor in the state of Michigan 
 
Familia – Family. Could be nuclear family but can also include extended family. Friends and 
loved one’s can be referred to as family  
 
Familismo – A Latina/o concept related to family first 
Gordo – Chubby. A loving expression in Latina/o culture 
In La’kech – Originated within Mayan culture. Respecting each other. You are my other me 
Habichuelas – Puerto Rican beans 
Homeboys – Very close friends who grow up together and come from the same community 
Indigenous Ways – A way of life and living stemming from Indigenous ancestry 
Latina/o – A term referring to people of Latin American ancestry  
Lucha - Struggle 
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Maltese – An ethnic group originating from the country of Malta  
Mama-Buela – Great grandmother 
Nuestra Historia – Our history 
Órale – A Mexican word associated with the word good 
Papa-Buelo – Great grandfather 
Quiceañeras – A celebration of a Latina’s 15th birthday 
Respeto - Respect 
Sofrito – A Latino seasoning used to prepare food 
Southwest Detroit – A Detroit community 
Stiletto/Stilettoette – A gang that existed in Corktown 
Suerga/o – In-Laws  
Tia/Tio – Aunt/Uncle 
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ABSTRACT 
ME AND MY HOMEBOYS: AN AUTOETHNOGRAPHY ON A SENSE OF 
BELONGING AS A DETROIT LATINO STUDENT 
by 
JUAN JOSE MARTINEZ 
May 2018 
Advisor: Dr. Sandra Gonzales 
Major: Curriculum and Instruction, Bilingual Bicultural Education 
Degree: Doctor of Education 
 Using autoethnographic research for this study, I intimately explore my experiences in 
school as a Detroit Latino male and the relationship with my family, community, and school and 
how they intersected and helped me achieve academic success. I excavate the Indigenous roots 
that characterizes my family’s way of knowing and explore how that foundation laid the ground 
work for the values that have shaped my identity. I select a personal narrative that relies on 
memories, photos, school yearbooks, and news clippings to describe my journey within the 
southwest Detroit Latina/o community. I identify the community institutions and their influences 
on me that contributed to my sense of belonging and eventual academic success.   
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